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Columnist loves last woman,
conquers last nation.
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Baseball gets ready to host
Georgia State Friday.
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Sophocles is back! 'Oedipus'
revived by JMU students.

All Decked Out

12 agencies in
on money transfer
investigation
BY RACMANA Dun
NEWS BDOOR
being named a convicted
Man NH DfobaMy m>i .i part of

I Imisonbunj leaidenl Rssheed
Qamban's Amen.an dream when
he leH Kurdistan and arnved in
the I nlted States in 1997.
(Jam ban was indicted in October 2005 ior violating .i provision

of the USA PATRIOT Act dealing
wHhtisnsnmingmone) overseas
According to the I S Attorney's
Office for tin- Western I Mstrtct the
four men Iranslerred $3 million
abntad. Three other men, Ahmed
Abdullah, Amir Rashid ami I ad
hil Nomlv, were indicted with the
same charge, but (Jamban was the
first to be com kted In ■ iur\ trial
Now. he may face up to .1 $290,000
fine and five vears 01 |ail time.
Abdullah and Rashid both
pleaded guilt) on March 2 and
April IS to the money transferring charge Currently, NoroJj
is awaiting his trial, scheduled
for Ma\ 17
Under the current law; operating an unlicensed money*
transmitting business is illegal
until a license1 is obtained, in
this case, from the Virginia State
Corporation Commission or the
U.S. Department of Treasury.
But QaniKm said he was not
running a business when transferring mone\ abroad lince he
did not make | profit from doing so

JMl I to build new parking deck
at Warsaw and Patterson in
Mav at a cost 1
<■> million

PARKING SPACES

APPROXIMATELY

24eOOOsd.FT.
BLUESTONE EXTERIOR TO
COMPLEMENT OTHER
CAMPUS BULXMNGS
CONSTRUCTION WILL
BEGIN IN MAY

ENTRANCES OFF WARSAW
AND PATTERSON
STREETS
COSTS O.B MILLION TO
BUILD

Employees

PARKING F EE
^
INCREASES3
Full-time Students

Full-time Staff Salary Tiers

Annual Fee

$2,500-$ 19,999

$96.00

$0.50

$20,000-$39,999

$177.50

$0.90

$40,000-$59,999

$259.25

$1.30

$60,000$ 79,999

$340.75

$1.70

Increase/pay period

Annual Fee

lncrease/y<

$172.00

$20.00

$80,000-$99,999

$420.00

$2.00

$10.00

$100,000+

$504.00

$5.50

Part-time Students $86.00

LAI

see KURDS, page I
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Harmony sponsors Walking for
GayMU week
Rwanda
B* MARY C/ARSTY

assrewi wws itmoit
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Students participate in the "Fine by me" T-shirt campaign. Last year
450 people donned "gay? fine by me" shirts. This year, the number
almost doubled with nearly 800 students and faculty wearing shirts.

Cay? Fine by at least 760 people at JMU Almost *l» students
and faculty wore shirts Tuesday
to show support tor the "Fine bv
Me" project ca*atcd to unite students, communities and religious
groups across the nation.
"Last year, we only had 450
participants,
s.ud I larmonv
alumni
coordinator
Knsten
Brady. "It's just amazing to see
how this project took ofl in one
war"
I he line |n Me
I-shirt

campaign is part of a week-long
effort by Harmony, an organization established to focus on gay.
lesbian, bisexual and transgender issues, to innvase tolerance
and knowledge thmughout the
|MU campus.
The week began with an
opening speech by Gregory
l /vs/c/onon, the coordinator lor
Hillside and Hlueslone area BBS]
demc halls and academic buildings. He urged students to not be
silent, and to stm e toward a better, more et|ual future.
see GAY. BBS

Kaine vetoes concealed weapon bill
n Knn

SIMMIRS

nvrrci
I At Kl N Ml K
art sin ■

|ust moments bafoffl
his deadline ol midnight on
April n.Cov. Iiniotln M Lnm
niixted l hill that would have
need gun owners witbemtaconceak'd weapons permit to store hn*■inns out of sight m their vehicles.
t urrenl \ irgmia ISM mandates
that unless a gun owner possesses
a oDnotslsd weapons permit 'hen
a firearm must be in plain view in
■vehicle ihe\eu*xihill,HBMOr.,
prop.-seil lli.it loaded guns IH- Stored
in a kxkU>« or i',lo\ e compartment

wtmoutaperrnHrequirsd
I he hill, a defeat torpn>-gun |«gftS
latJotl m \ irgmia. was iponsored bv Del
Clifford Athe.. K I ront Roval. who said
the bill was art effort bO make transport-

ing legally owned weapons easier and
aajferfOf owners.
'This bill would have allowed
anyone who owns a gun to conceal it
111 a vt'liu le Ihat's,) big concern lor
routinetrarA stops, said Kaine'e press
secretary Kevin Hall.
Irk- Virginia Ass.icidtionol ( hiels
ot PDIKV opposed the bill. Hall said the
0 Mvems «»t IsW enton vinnit. »ltn vrs w ere
a key factor in Kainc's decision and their
tesbmmies helped PSrausdl menibersot

bVler>latuje not to override the bill
SoprKHTiore Jessica Brazil agrees with

bNesMrncv'sdscWori
'Tor the most part, I think the safety
of uVmajontv is more Important than
DUridnj the individual happv," Brazil
said She said she would not want
students to be able to store guns in their
cars un campus.
Senior John I lupp also agnvs with
the le>;i>l.iti. B\ -"id thinks tlx'n- shi mid
be limits to tin-arm ownership. "I don't
v\ art iust anyone going ssound M ith a

gun. If you want to o»n«eal a weapon, vim
should have pemussion I ven it you're
responsible aKuii 11, aomscrie who's not
could get a hold ol it," said.
Ernie Nuckots, owner ot Nuckosi
Gun Works of Staunton. said he believes
Owners should Ix' able to transport concealed guns. "I he point is accessibility.
11 [thegun] is out oi icach, ny levied
tn the glove compartment or stored
under the backseat, then I don I M the
problem. I'd sav it's safer to have a gun
stowed awa) than laving out on a seat
or the dashboard."
A backgmund check and basic gun
training an? n\|uin\i for a coneoak'd
weapons pennil in \'irgmia, but nut
required to purchase a guij.1 lall said
because the same regulations an1 not
imposed lor gun ownership, it is unsafe
to allow those without pemiits to conceal
weapons in vehicles.
I he measure did not receive enough
votes in the Senate to overturn Kaine's
veto.
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Since the end ot bSe90-dai Rwandan genoode that
claimed the lues ot some St»U""' people, the countn'
has Ixvn rebuilding itself — particularly its Knoob.
I hat effort has crossed the Atlantic CVean and one f (ar
nsonhurg re-sident is tr\ inj; to niaki' a difference.
Robin Stnckler is walking the distance Rwandan
children walk to school and back in a week in order
to raise money to build a junior-senior high school in
Rwanda, w huh is supposed to open tor < IssSBI in September

Tn Rwanda, you see doaens of people walking along
the rOSdside |USI like (his," Stnckler said while motion
ingtoRoiiti' ll'snarrovi two-lanehighwav and pastoral
surnmndings ll mspm-d h"r to walk for Rwanda. "My
husband told me how he used to walk twelve miles to
School and back even dav and it got me interested."
Strickler's husband's experience, if not his position,
has inspired her to lake action |ohn Rutsindintwarane
general Mcretan oi ma Lutheran church of Rwanda,
will reunite with Stnckler in |ulv to begin work on the
planned school.
s.r RWANDA, page 5

Room
Strickler. a
Harrison burg
native, Is
walking Route
11 In hopes of
raising enough
money to
build secondary schools In
Rwanda.
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Larceny

B1 JENESSA Kn.DMA.IStMlIK WKIUK

A JMU student reported the theft of a J AC Card left unattended
at Festival Center and $70 in unauthonzed charges made on
April 19 at 1:30 p.m.

Drunk in public, underage possession of
alcohol
A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and underage
possession ol alcohol at White Hall April 21 at 11:32 p.m.

Property damage

lohn Gatk
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A JMU student was charged with drunk in pubkc and underage possession of alcohol on University Boulevard Apr! 22 at 1:15 am.
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A JMU student was charged with drunk in public and underage
possession ol alcohol in P-Lot April 23 at 1 36 a.m.
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JMU students were charged with trespassing in Wilson Hall
Apnl 23 at 4 22 a.m.

Trespassing

The Breeze is published Monday
and Thursday mornings and distributed throughout James Madison
University and trie local Hamsonburg community Comments and
complaints should be addressed to
Matthew Stoss, editor.

A JMU student reported $100 damage to a window in a suite in
Dingledine Hall April 23 at 2:50 a.m.

Main Telephone:
1540)568-6127

Breaking and entering, property damage

Advertising Department:
(540) 588-6127

A JMU officer reported a break-in and about $800 damage to
two windows, window frames and a computer monitor in Sooner Hall April 22 at an unknown time.

Editor: Matthew Stoss
(540) 568-6749
oreezeedilonBfiorrna/lcom
sfossmr

Number of drunk In publics since Aug. 29:77
Number of parking tickets since Aug 29: 23.019

NeweDMk:
540)568-6899
DreezenewsOhofmarV.com
Arts and Entertainment Desk:
(540) 568-3151

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ads Manager: Meghan ODonnell
Assistant Ads Manager Bryan Pope
Specialty Advertising Executive: Lola

Bfzfxnofi

Ads Design Lead: Tyler Adams
Ad Executives: Dana Fiore. Gabe
Rodriguez Doug Parvts Michelle Sonn,
Alexandra McNair Gil Harrison
Ad Designers: Lara Egbert Chris
Swecker Erie Trott. Nazis Mttha. Brian
MM

CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified Go to
WMV thetormze ory and csok on the
classified Nr* or come rw> the office
weekdays between 8 a m and 5 pm
■ Cost S5 00 for the first 10 words. S3
for each addAonal to words, boxed
ciassrted. $10 per column nch
■ Deadbnes noon Friday for Monday
issue, noon Tuesday tor Thursday
s must be paid in advance
ti The Snare office

MAILING ADDRESS
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg, Virginia
22807
Phone:(540)568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736

MISSION

CORRECTION

The Breeze, the student
run newspaper of James
Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news
involving
the
campus
and local community The
Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
Snd firmly believes in its
irst Amendment rights
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540 4320200
1762 South Main Street
Harrisonhurg, VA 22801

Photo/Graphics:
540) 5683041
oroezephofoOhofmei/.com
brBezegraphics9hotmeH.com

XL Cheese Pizza
$5.99
Single Topping Pizza
$6.99
2 Topping Pizza
$7.99
(plik uponly)

Lunch Special
$5.25
Dinner Special
$6.99

We
Deliver!
$7.50 minimum

434-5150
www.Ofl'CanipusllousinK.com

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
oiBezeop/nionOhofmafl.com

Call and Ask For
Student Special

Only One 5 Bedroom Loft
Left In Hunters Ridge
COIBWII.l
BANKFR
COMMIRt IAI.

Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
oreezesportsOhotmal'.com

In the April 24 issue
of The Breeze, the
article "Black frats
founded on different
principles" miskjentified the black fraternity as Alpha Kappa
Psi instead of Kappa
Alpha Psi.

Ilex Accepted
i

Over 20 Items!

i
COLLEGE OF

INTEGRATED SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
(AMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.

Outstanding Graduates 2005-2006
COMIvUNH A I ION SI IKN( KS S,
DIMIKDI KS
MltlH'IU- Mulh. lieun \ \. h.il.i.
Mi-hssu Mifllilwil. s. nkm s, Mm
I riinl.% C hand. Ashli ll.an. I u ,11. m, in
I it,I. 11:111,In,n, fffTflffl li
Jearica Bucll. \,mi t Kenyan Aware'Jar SuvtuM le
C.iiiuniini, mm I, iiniHiiii,! liulnnhuils
.«)MI'II1KS(IKN(1
Patrick Curt In Detm'i S, hohtl
MII h.t. I I .mi. Das id Strickland. Ihixulmenial
S. hi'hir \lllf\
John Suarvi, Donald Kmnh Award
Mirhael kiplcy. Wruon Oraj < <>t Award
.lohn Hariri—, Rt, HardStaMmmt Award
Patrick Curtln. Adam Imhcrt, Jmhua
MiidaRun, Christopher Pa*, ne. Distmeiiishad
<.R\IH WlPSVt •HOI.CXSY
JMM Papua*, Most Distinguished Gradual*
Stud* M {Psychology al Sunn ffj A/A)
Pamela KalNkl, Case* While. OMMMrffatf
s, holanhlp tPsyt hotogh at s, jam a MA)
\hh* I.MII. Outstanding SatvkM (Psychological
s, U m <' MAI
\shh» Ball* OlHttaMlinK Veui- H'l.mimnun
( ,.„nuli„K M\ t'JSD
Salmaan KhuMuJa. OWSnIMAflf /"'< URg
iC.-mniimin < .mnsrhny VM I,IS,
HKALTHSMKMKS
I«SM>.I ruMtTt Dean's Scholar Athlctk Trwudng
i mi i Hall. Oran'i s,/>,-t,i> Dkmncs
Avhle* Miller. Doom's Schohm MM/M Memcci
Mlis.tn Ronl, IKnn \ S. h-lta Hmllh Srrvuvs
\dminiuruitfm
Jared Shenk. MaA t>hn I, MQ Award
lienjaniln MiUKins. fohm /' KrOW llrulih Ser\ i, fj
•SdmlmistraHon \wnnl
\sU\,\ |Mrtlfftfll| tHtrvth) Hnwe Iheieiu Aw,ml
Laura Mall. Wfnlr Christkmscn Margaret hffJam
Wnnormi Scholarship
Kosaiit- ( oiiins. //.„/./, imnuMwr and ftimwirtim
Aw,a.I
Kim Me(>roan>. \mrricam IssoclanamfiM Health
Edm atkm i 'ndargradmutt laajai <•! the )'••,'> \ward
IN I M.KAI HI>S<-W.M h * I>C HiNOI CM.V
JefTre* Mulkr. DcOH'l S, hohtl /^M
( hriNlophvr Me<iouKh OHM l S< h->tn< OtJOgrmphk
Si Um •■
l>anika Schmill. < orinnr Mehllle. \-hli v Jordan.
/.aeharv Hitlie. /.S.\/ Distinguishedlirudiuiie\
l»amka Sehmitt. < ornim Melt lilt-. fSAI '< uilvmii
Kseelhmce
D.iiiikii S.-I11111II. Hi MlSAI //->"«.-. //«"i
JOSIIIIH KrauM-. I h, Spirit of ISAT'Award

D.oiiku Schmltt. ZariMrj Hiitie, tSAl huegrathm

././

James Duhvrlt. <ireK Sproull. ISM Medujdohup
\W„I<I
Andrew Rhodes, Ktle I'om./V.-W <'.mwitiml\
\ward
Mormie lUwuhf. Geographh Science Sendct
\werd
ii.iini Joscfovskt Outstanding Oeographn s, lent §
Mojo*
siormie \lsruhr. \>nnmalCouncttJo4 Geographic
EdmniHM Schotai Award

KIINKMOLWiY
linHKht tA-kard. Dean < Sehohn BxerdseSehmce
unil l.railr>.*hi/>
Jennifer Kohinviie Dean's Schohm Sport and
rV«. reatkm %4anagemenl
1 ullen Kreund. Dean » Scholar Physical'and Health
Edmtcatton
Rachel Cuhah. IIIKM.I* Hil,ll» Uemorhtl
Si holanhlp
Rebecca l'werl, wttuityn t 'rawford Oradaale
S< hnlur\hip
Tim Kfkaid & HlM.li AnhnVmeOmrsmndkns, Majors
I tori It* Si it-ncr
l.hidwy Kr»in. OatstaatNng Ma/oi Bxon lot
1 < atk' ^hi/i
KmH> Cuenln. Outstandusg Majm I'hwuul and
Hralih Education
Justin Ravaii. Ouusandlag Major S/nm
MojusgenuMU
1 nngin Wttti Outstanding Major Recreation
Maaagenusnt
ChrKtine Hu^enberR. OutsiandUlg Ma/nr
ThnfopeutU Kecreanon
Samanlha Wintrn, /V-1N77 andSuschstl Awanh
BH Jackwtn. Klnosiology larWi <• Award
I .Indset Kr* 111 Alihea ljn>\e Jnluwitnt Awuid

Krln (HHKlen. Dtpn'j \« hnl.a
1 All mher Nurshtg awards wlH be annaum edat ihr
Ptnnhtg ( ereuuMQ !•» tisfv Graduates an I ilday,
Mav J*l

Palrklu \>illi»iiis. /»,„„', S. h,,l„,
siatev I aaaunuuf, Jeuaca Ma jo*..;. ■■>- O. HTaynes
Outstanding Seniors »" Psyt kalogy
JaMin Kaln. h.ilrm Nelson Award /<" r »* silence
Andrew lluck*. Rebecca (Miter. Canum Walker.
Relieera Wilde, Ouuaastdmtg \> Meveuufut IN
Keseorch
K .1 iu > 11 Aufdrrhaar. Anxela Kusco. Samanlha
Mack. Lauren Mel'hc\nev. OutSSandoSg
\i hir-inirni in S. .... .
I h/itiM'ili Slranrl. Carson Walker. Outstanding
Petfhtmumc* In Pleid Putcomenl
Kmil> llurgdorr. J. Philip Krh. Kli/Jiheth M.' .<.
Andrea Schlrifman. Outstanding Achievement m
\tssdemlt»
(hrioine Ridolll. OutunmugMg Pee* AtMsai
Slocv l.t\n%snvr. Hi tt I'wi h,>lr>v\ Ifanon Tkssli

■QQALWJMtg

K.iihi MI Taliarerro. Dam Scholar
hiktna Sierra Mary There Pruchnir (hiiuandmn
\, mot Award
lamara Fffctr.StmlaJ S,H,.,I »-,-» Award
Jennifer Qhusaam, Bradfleid s. ht.l„> ddp in Social
W..rk
Kalbryn laliaferro, lifelong LoarOMSg IIIMIIUW
\, holarsMp

Congratufations and 6est wishes
to you, andailour graduates, as
your journey continues!!

CAMPUS

DoaWc Desmond. Edilot
Raehana Dixil. Edilof
Mary Czarsl)>. Assistant Editor
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Tummies filled during twomonth-long drive
Hunger Banquet modeled after NGO
campaign dedicated to staving off'hunger
BY LAUREN SEARSON
STAFF WRFTF.R

Kaismg awareness tor international.
tool economic end nutrition disparities,
IMU's eighth annual Hunger Banquet was
held last night in the I lighlands Room
The event which has been in the works
since last semester, was planned by a committee of Community Service-Learning
students. The banquet is the final event
of the "Hunger Knows No Bound.i
food drive that kicked off Feb. 28. Last
\ etf I Hunger Banquet raised $711, which
was aiven to Mercy House, along with .ill
canned food donations
Senior Chelsea Skotchdopole, the I lunger Banquet committee chair. said, " 11"'
event is modeled after a campaign led by

OXDUn, an international nun-governmental
organization dedicated to eliminating hund poverty throughout the world."
CM associate director I orelei Esbensliade said. "Each year we have a large
turnout. I believe that att who attend leave
with a lot of information and issues to talk
about and wrestle with."
When students arrived al the banquet,
the] were given a program with fads about
hunger, as well as life-cards that featured
a profile of a high, middle or low-income
individual.
According to Skotchdopole. people
received different types of meals based on a
randomly-assigned socio-wonomic status
Representing the lowest economic level, 55
sec HUNGER, page i

"Clean Your Plate" campaign finds 3,033 lbs. of
food wasted last week in D-hall from 5 to 8 pjn.
BV CARLV LEDUC
STAFF WRFFF.R

D-hall. It's a central point for many JMU
students with the added bonus ot being all-voui .ii' ..1*

But at D-hall there's a problem, which manv
|ML' students overlook. When provided with the
opportunity of an all-you-can-eat buttel-su le cafeteria, manv times students eyes become bigger
than their stomachs. Ihat'swlw |\1l s ( immunity Service Learning Mailed the Clean Your Plate
campaign.
I.ast week, volunteers collected plates before
they went through the trav return and collected all
the leftover food on them. At the end of the week,
they calculated that over 3,000 pounds of food
were wasted last week in D-hall by |Ml students,
faculty and staff, said lillian Ireaev, the Aging Ser-

Duke Dog gets his own set of facts
Alumnus inspired by recent
Chuck Norris phenomenon
IY AMANDA WILSON

coSTRIA(mv; tvRrrr.R
Whether you've graduated trom |\U or are a curren
student, there are always ways to plug m and show JTOUI
Madison pride, no matter how unorthodox the way may be.
Even if some students never got into it, the recent
Chuck Norris Internet craze has been making headlines
and appearing on l-shirts across the country. Pacts, Mich
as "Chuck Norris doesn't wear i watch, be decides what ti
it is," are all over Web sites devoted to the martial arts
master.
Now, a JML' alumnus has decided to create his own list
of Duke Dog facts, mirroring some of the quotes inspired
by the Chuck Norria obsession
Matthew Iremonte ('05X who now works tor Miratek
Corporation, recently had the idea to make up similar tacts
about Duke Dog 1 or instance, one of Iremonte | facts reads.
"Duke Dog gave Justin Rasctti pointers <>" ho« to throw a
football at the beginning of the 2004 season, and we all know how

that story ended."
Tremonte thinks it would realK boost school spirit it students were able to come up with their own Puke I tot fad
"I think it would be a great way to bring up the school
spirit around campus and create a buzz/ Iremonte said
Tremonte feels publishing Duke Dog facts and allowing
students to get excited about their niaseot will help boost
lometimes-lacklns school spirit
"I feel like this would be something tunin to
Sp> get people talking,'' said Tremonte, a big fan of
\j |\IL athletics who attended all the home football
games this season Iremonte stressed how Important it is to support JMU athletics and keep school
spirit levelt high even alter graduating.
Alumni especially should be excited, he said.
because their attitude about their alma mater can
truly have an impact on prospective students
lunior Mike Shockev director of marketI insj lor the Student Duke Club, says tli.it it
is encouraging to StS die-hard tans come up
with ideas that help bolster support lor 1MI
athletics, regardless ot their rCCOrd
"Next year should bo an exciting yeai tor
JML athletics, and any new ideas to help enhance
school spirit are awesome," Shockev said

Facebook may be up for grabs
Founder asking
for as much as
$2 billion for
popular social
networking
Web site
■Y MlCHACI 0'B«»N
mi HtKHTi
The ma|ont\
of college
students' favorite Web site
Facebook.com — is alleged!) lor
sale.
As reported in recent article* from Bu$int$t rVreJt and
The Harvard CrinUOM, founder
and Harvard student Mark
Zuckerberg, along with peers
Dustin Moskovit/ and ( hrtl
Hughes, have apparently turned

down a $750 million deal
According to BNSIRSSI Week.
Zuckerberg is probably I.toking
tor .( better de.il
pOSSibl) lor
as nun h .is $2 billion.
But w h) Zui kerberg re}e< ted
10 million deal is still ,,
mystery
Facebook is .i tree social networking sen U v tor high s, hooli
and colleges across the country.
Students with valid university
e-mail addresses can sign up
a college profile; high school
students ma) use their personal
e-mails to register.
When creating I personal
profile, registered users upload
I photo and fill in information boxes with interests, jobs,
and favorite qUOtCS, among
other things. One can only view
another's profile if he or she is
friends with the person or from
the same school.
According to leihCrunch,
about KS percent of students
m supported colleges have a
profile [on the sitef- |Of those

who signed up.
in daily. About
in at least OHMpercent log in

| 60 percent log
85 percent log
a week. .\<u\ "I
at least once ,i

month."
Facebook produces revenue
from advertising, particularly banner ads and sponsored
groups
Due to the recent busi
ness musings, it's logical for

Facebook fans acrosa the nation
to ponder the fate ot the Web
site if it's sold Manv tear that a
professional corporation could
Kotentially ruin the widel)
iuded neiworking sen U t
But if Zuckerberg decides
to sell his business, manv students respect and support that
decision as long as tne service
remains stable.
"I suppose you could say
I m | iflnsh consumer in that I
am really only concerned with
the end product of a deal," said
Paul Symansky, A&S '09.
"As long as the usability of
Facebook isn't altered by cor-

porate ownership, I i-\" s,t\
with confidence that I will still
use Facebook. Other than that,
any business deals that occur
behind the BCenCS .it Iacehook
don't bother me whatsoever
Like I said, its an innoi ,ih\ e
Idea, and the original creators
should be compensated tor ih.<t
innovation."
Feet and pop-up ads are
probably the worst potential
additions students tear
"Facebook has been useful
because it's an easy way lor
people to get over sh\ ness In
a wav," said I dison Haquero,
A&S '09.
"By introducing vourselt
remotely, you don't have the
awkwardness there tan be in
person It's weird how people
seemed comfortable to talk to
each other after they've talked
through Pacebook lirst but as
tar as the corporation buying
situation goes, I wouldn't be
see FACEBOOK. page 7

mrdinatur lor Community Service-Learning. She said that amount of food can feed 101
tutu lies tor tour months. Also the amount was
collected only between 5 and K p.m. If that weight
were multiplied bv the number of weeks ot class,
it would ranch about 46,(M> pounds.
C effecting the problem is a piece ot uike
'That's simple — portioning" Treacy said.
"Don't take more than vou are able to eat. D-hall
is an all-\ou-ian-eat buffet which means you can
get more food if vou need to."
The information collected through the Gean
Vo' Plate pnigram will be posted around D-hall
this week and at the Annual Hunger Banquet
April 26.
"We're hoping that the [ML communitv will
try to assess their own contnbution to food waste
and lessen the amount wasted in their own lives,"

rreacyaaid

Senate holds
first meeting
of new body
in MAIO C/AHsn
tSSISl \\t \M\S EDnXM
luesdav night, the SCA held its first meeting
with new l\ elected executive board members,
general bod\ members and class council members. I he) came together to eled a new Speaker
ol the Senate. Stephanie Gcnco (Jr.)
i he Hvc candidates nominated for the position wen- lommv Blucstein <Fr. I, Geary Cox (Jr.),
Genco, Julienne Maguirc (Jr.) and Alex Waldie

Or.).
All of the candidates emphasized a need to
be unbiased in assuming the role of speaker. "It
is so important to remain impartial as speaker,"
Bluestein said I know what it takes to stay unbiased in mj role, espenallv w hen working with
the exec board."
Also important was the issue ot unliving the
senate to present i unified front to JMU. "Speaker is i position of respect and I will assume that
role with the auspices of creating a cohesive senate, ( ox said.
Other candidates emphasized the active role
,i speaker must plaj to further the growth of
SGA
leadership is .ibout empowering those
around vou, and as speaker I want to w ork closely w ith committees to stay in the loop and affect
. hange/ Genco said.
Despite her desire to be ,\n active participant
in her role Ol speaker, she \ OVi eel to remain unbiased In order to ensure fair debate
I come to you agenda frei
Genco said.
Maguirc gave her speech on a lighter note;
she used props like a cardboard cutout of cheese
MM\ a Statue ol I ihertv headband to emphasize
her main points and ti> stress her devotion to
SGA ' I knew since the lirsl meeting I sat in on
thai speaker was a position i wanted," Maguirc
said.
In the end, most candidates simply stressed
the best candidate tor the job be chosen. "I have
no doubt that any of the others nominated will
do an ama/ing fob, SO I Simply ask that you vote
for who vou reel will accomplish the most,"

Waldie said
Stephanie Genco swept the vote, gaining a
majority Ol senators' votes m |ust one trv- "Its essentially a mandate," SCA adviser David Barnes
-.ml
Barnes also announced that a budget increase
of 3 percent will be allotted for the upcoming fisCal u.ir. I his is great news for student groups,"
Barnes said
it - not ■ lot but it's still ■ little
extra money to help front-end budgeted student
organizations accomplish their goals."
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KURDS: Community outraged at indictment of four local residents
KURDS, from front
"I never intentionally
meant lo break (he law,"
Qambari said. "The whole
thing happened without the
mindset of a business."
Qambari originally u,».
brought here by the US Government to flee Saddam Hussein's regime. The regime was
known for oppressing Kurdistan, a semi-autonomous region located in the northern
part of Iraq.

"If we didn't run away, we

would have faced execution,"
he said. However, he left
Kurdistan alone, and started
to work two jobs in the U.S. in
order to bring his family over.
This, he said, is when he
first started sending money
overseas; Qambari's family
needed money to get a passport so they could leave Kurdistan, and there is no banking
system in Iraq.
"I had friends who hid |my
familyl from the military,"
Qambari said. "I didn't send

money back home for terrorism activity."
His wife and children
loined him in May 1998 after spending $15,000. He still
had other family members in
Kurdistan, though, and would
periodically send money to
them to purchase items, such
as medicine.
In 2002, after the Patriot
Act had already been signed
into law, Qambari said Ins
brother needed money, and
he could transfer the money

through a family friend who
had a Turkish bank account.
The family-friend would take
5 percent of the money for his
profit and then send it to the
Kurdish families, but Qambari said he did not make a
penny.
"I said, 'I don't need mont) l.it m\self, " hi said.
Eventually, Harrisonburg
community members, started
coning to Qambari to send
money to Kurdistan as well.
He said the total amount of
money he has sent by himself
amounts to roughly SI 50,000.
The whole time, Qambari
said, he did not realize he
was breaking the law.
"Nobody told me, 'Listen, you'll get in trouble if
you send money,'" he said.
He added that he hasn't sent
money from that particular account since December
2002.
"I challenge anyone to say
I sent one penny after the FBI
came to my house," Qambari
said. The FBI showed up at
his home, the first out of two
visits, in January 2003.
Then, in late October 2005,
the FBI raided about six Kurdish families' homes. According to a press release from the
U.S. Attorney's Office for the
Western District oi Virginia,
the investigation was conducted by 12 federal and st.it.'
agencies, including the Joint
lerrorism Task Force, the FBI,
the Defense Criminal Investigative Service and Virginia

LIFEGUARDS WEEDED
Starting Pay $8.25/hr ♦ Bonuses
No Certifications ncoded to apply)

TRAINING CLASSES
AVAILABLE NOWI
Certifications Include: Lifeguard. First Ald/CPR.
AEO. Oxygen & WatorPark Training

Currently Certified - Now Hiring!
- Bonus Incentives • Up to S2SO during Holidays/Poek Times
• Extra SSQrWeek for working 6 shirts
- Monthly Attendance (JurvAug)
• Employee Referrals S100
Stop in or Call Today (540) 289-4939
Get application onlino@www.massresortjobs.com

State Police.
U.S. Attorney John Brownlee said before the Patriot
Act was passed, there was a
law already in the U.S. Code
saying money transfers overseas were illegal without a
license.
The difference was th.it .i
person could only be indicted
if they intended to break the
law.

We demand as a
community, as a
society, that these
charges be dropped.
They do not deserve
to be prosecuted.
- Kakahama Askary
imam of local mosque

The Patriot Act revised the
intent requirement, making it
so the person did not have to
intentionally violate the law to
be indicted.
"Most crimes, you only
have to violate the law," Brownlee said. "Our responsibility is
to enforce the law fairly."
He added, "These are important cases. It is important
that the United States be able
to monitor the flow of monev
that travels outside the United
States "

Two pristine communities just
minutes from Harrisonburg
in a prime Woodstock location.

Although three out of Ihe
lour men have bMi found or
pleaded guilty, members of the
community have expressed
outrage at the case.
"We demand as a community, as a society, that these
charges be dropped," said
kakahama Askary, an imam
of the local mosque and (ML
professor of philosophy and
religion Ihyv do nol deserve
to be prosecuted."
JMU economics proles

•01 BnrUti Roatcc ■ tnend of

Askarv's and an active person
m the Kurdish community,
agrees
""Ihousands of people are
transferring money illegally,
and no one gives a rat's behind," he said.
Qambari will attend his
sentencing hearing May 3. The
next sentencing, for Raslmt.
will take place May 30. All
four men, if convicted on the
felony charges, could be deported back to Kurdistan
Rashid, Abdullah and Noroly have not received U.S.
citizenship. Qambari took Ins
. ih/.■nship test and passed, but
has not yet received documentation, and thtlS la still eligible
for deportation.
He hopes this will not happen, as it would undo years
o[ eflbf1 I*1 gH out oi .in oppressed oountf)
Wt ve been through hell,"
he said 'Hut by |seiuling nioney|, you're saving .1 lile back
there. That's the choice we
made."
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Keep in touch
with the latest

Woodstock Mews

Eagle Trace

Hi RRY IN FOR PRE-CONSTRUCTION PRICING!

FIMSHKI) RFC ROOM INCU'DED

JMU News
&

UNTIL M« 15TH, 2006!

• 3 bedrooms and 2 1/2-3 III baths
• 1-car garage
• 1646 sq.ft.
• Hardwood foyer and powder room
• Finished recreation room
• Double patio door off the dining room

• 2-car garage
• Up to 3,000 sq. It. of living space
• Gas fireplace with marble surround and mantle
• Crown and chair rail package

• Upgraded middle dining room

• 9' ceilings on lii st floor

• Upgraded middle dining room
• Up to 5 bedrooms MU\ I baths

Check out the
latest darts and

Find out how
your favorite

EAGUTTUCE DIRECTIONS: Rl. Mi W toRl.813. I ..k«- Woodstock Exil
I (ii ai linhi on bottom ui exit ramp.
Lefl mi Wan i Si. Right on HoUingswordi Left on Eagle,
Information Center straight ahead. Phone (540)860-4098

Duke Dog Sport
Teams are

WOODSTOCK MEWS DIRECTIONS: R(. 66 W. to Rl. HI S. lo Kxil 289 (VAjodttOCK)
Attopoi ramp, left onto Rl 42 N. Go 2 ml toalettonWatei si
Proceed tbi I mi.loarightonHollingmorth Left oo Eagle,
Information Centei ahead. Phone: (540)8604099

Model Hours: Mon. 2-7, Tues.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. & Sun. 11-6.
Brokers warmly welcomed!

ia

out toditte
\ linn. -1 for and Musi secure finam Knsj through N\ K Mortxagi

./Homes

Pim v offi i*.II nl lii ui H lug subject lo change wkhaul 11000
Sera aria rtprejennmt la detaih
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RWANDA: Local hopes to build school with funds and help from JMU student
RWANDA, from front
Strickler is a substitute teacher tor Hamwwiburg
middle and high schools and says she wants to prove to
Iter students that if you set a goal you can achieve it
"1 thought, 'what can I do in Rwanda when 1 go
there?"' StrkkJer said. "I'm an educator, and education
is a big need in Rwanda." She decided a high school
would be an important thing to start there. 1 ne level
ofl elementary education is relatively high at 93 pertvnt. but the secondary education level is near zero.
The goal for the walk for Rwanda is $20,000, al-

most two-thirds of which has already been raised.
"It seemed impossible," Stridder said. "But we've
already raised. Everyone's been helping out in the
most exciting, surprising ways. If s the importance of
community building, and the way forward is through
cooperating."
But goals alone do not build a school. Funds for
the new school are coming from by-the-mile donations and also lump-sum donations Participants can
donate 50 cents per mile for the purchase of a school
kit with supplies, $1 per mile to help with the purchase

of 1 to 3 textbooks, $2 for 500 bncks or $5 per mile for
the cost of one sun tube for lighting in the classrooms.
It will cost about $250,000 to build the school and
get the computers and staff," Stridder said "We need
to build it on land with water, and solar power."
Even one JMU student is getting involved. Senior ISAT major David Frenkel wrote his thesis and
presented on the design of the school after Sthckler
contacted his professor Wayne Teel. Frenkel designed
the gardens, solar panels electric heat and energy for
the school apparatuses. StridJer approached Teel be-

cause she was interested in making an environmentally friendly school.
'The focus is on sustainable energy," Frenkel said.
"The purpose is to have interaction with students, faculty and the community, to be a model for the community as to how to make farming sustainable."
The school will start out teaching classes in English with about 20 students per class and eventually
growing to a total of 400 students. For more information or to make a donation, visit the Web site
rwandasihoolproject.org.

GAY: GLBT group promotes education and encourages dialogue among students
(iA Y, from fron t
"It was a small gathering but it was really personal," Brady said.
Wednesday was a day for particpants' actions to
speak louder than words. Any student willing to participate in the "Day of Silence" did not speak a single
word in order to protest harassment of CI.BT individuals in schools across the nation. Last year, over
450,000 students participated nationwide.
"We're doing this to show how important it is to
educate others in order to create a school environment where everyone is made to feel safe," Harmony
president Matt Winer said.

Participants did not speak from dawn until the
"Breaking the Silence" ceremony on the commons.
Graduate assistant Dan Murphy addressed the crowd.
"I was honored to be asked to speak because I am
fortunate enough to have found my voice," Murphy
said. "I have had the opportunity to share my own
story with many different groups on campus, and
I can see it as the least I can do to help bring about
change to a sometimes chilly campus."
Thursday us all about education. "We have a lot
of events planned to get people talking and inform
students about gay rights," Harmony educational coordinator Rachael Flood said

Looking For Something More From Your Jeweler?
it Create a Lasting Gift

Wilson

- C*fr<u>e CAe. JfllCf teaf, name or
persoxalmessage OK aArott a/ipti/**/

"k Giftware

Revelers

-C6clr, Ci«ta, uufCiftCn/-

^■^BSSOOIM MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURQ. VA 22101 • 111 Wl

maxp MMI can Se- ptrtona&red

Quafi'tu
3koe 7879

it Fine Jewelry
- Diamonds, pear ft, rfr'w
pemtCans, <M aird'ei'Aer

Harmony members will use chalk on walkways
across campus to wnte facts about gay nghts and Dr.
Christine Robinson will present a documentary and
lecture Thursday night about the history of the gay
rights movement
Steve Oande, director of Dnentation and FirstYear Experience, will give a speech Friday night on
the commons tit bnng the week to a cfose.
"The whole point of the week is to raise av> .m
ness of the gay community at JMU," Winer said. "We
want to start a dialogue about CLBI issues among
students."
Last month, SGA passed a resolution to request a

HOW £HF4STlr\N 'UAZHCZ HeAL-S
Hear a lecture introducing the baaic principle* of spiritual
healing through prater, with evamptee of its effettiveneet:
"dhristian Science: Universal Lavi of Healing"
Barbara M. Vin 1119, practitioner and teacher of the Science of
£hrifttianl»f. will answer four questions at % p.m., Sunday,
April 30 at the Northside Library in Mbemarle Square.
6harlotte«ville, N& corner 2-1 k F4o Poad.
Sponsored bf the Chariottesvitle and yJ»|ne«l>oro ChrMtan Science Church**.
For further information tall: s4o-7*i-5rM or 494-*15-Ao*(#

tftJU tJck Tfr

South
Main St.

CLBT center on campus. Talks are already underway
with administrators such as Vice President of Student
Affairs, Mark Warner, to asses the need for a facility
for < . I HI students at I Ml
"We don't have numbers for JMU specifically, but
the figure most commonly used is 1 -in- H i people who
identify themselves at CLBT," Winder said. "We're
excited to see that JMU is recognizing a need for resources for these students."
GayMU sparked a positive reaction from students. "1 saw a male couple walking down the Quad
holding hands. It was reassunng to know that they're
comfortable here," sophomore Sarah Bordeaux said.

540434-4014

Downtown.
540-434-6980

Canamel

£apneaao Chip

&

I

Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St. Er 2125 S. Main St., Harrisonburg

Introducing MacBook Pro.

Creativity has never moved this fast.
Presenting the world's most advanced
1-inch-thin notebook. MacBook Pro is
the first Mac notebook built on the Intel
Core Duo processor, which delivers the
power of two processors on a single chip
- for blistering performance with highend creative applications. Front Row
and the Apple Remote let you summon
your photos, movies, music and presentations from anywhere in the room. The
built-in iSight camera gives you effortless, high quality video conferencing
using iChat AV.1 The spacious 15.4-inch
screen is a full 67 percent brighter than
the brighter than the 15-inch PowerBook
G4 display. Yet with all of its advances,
MacBook Pro is just 1 inch thin and
weighs only 5.6 pounds.2 So it's a joy to
handle as well as use.
For more information visit the JMU Bookstore on campus or
call 540-568-3989 or online at www.jmu.edu/bookstore.
www.apple.com/educotion/hed/students
O 2006 Apple Compute* tnc AJ Rights >eserved Apple Moc and Pweroook are trademarks of Apple Compiler inc
legntered m the U.S. and other countries. Choi. (Sight, and MacBook are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. Intel
and Intel Core ore trademarks or registered trademark! of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries m the United States and
other countries SPEC n a registered trodemort of the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC!

Madison Connection
Management Team

*•*

...would like to thank the following
companies for their generous
contributions and gifts
memoryBlue
CiCi's Pizza
IHOP
Qdoba Mexican Grill
Joshua Wilton House
Dominos Pizza
Blockbuster Video
RoVT's Chicken and ©rill
Shoney's Restaurant
Franco's
Target
Legends Sporting Goods
Boston Beanery
Buffalo Wild Wings
The Pub
JMU Duke Club
Sarah's Coffee and Icecream Shoppe
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR GRADUATES FROM THE MILL APTS

The
Millft.
APARTMENTS
MENTS M
Hours:
Monday-Friday 9A-5P
Saturday 10A-2P

WE'LL MISS YOU!
THANKS TO OUR CURRENT RESIDENTS, WE'RE SOLD OUT FOR THE 4TH YEAR IN A ROW!
Prospective tenants should visit early next year to see why you can have it all at The Mill

The Mill Apartments
I—
11-A South Avenue
540-438-3322
www.themillapts.com
email: themillapts@yahoo.com

MCAT

LSAT

GREAT PRICE - GREAT LOCATION - GREAT SERVICE
FREE PHONE/CABLE/ETHERNETPrivate Line in each bedroom

Ron Turner. Community Manager
Professionally Managed by
Weisz Properties. LLC

f=J

"Activation/Maintenance Fee req'd

GMAT

GRE

DAT

Beat the
Price Increase

Jor Our JMIA Customer!
Starting this week at *Tl\p EXCQDtion

Envelope 9D tag, pocket mirror, or scratch book,
yours free with a minimum $25 Vera l$rad\eu purchase.
Mention this ad to receive your free gift'*

The prices of our Classroom and Premium Online
Courses are going up. Enroll by May 1st to lock in

540.434.6828

the current price!

^WMesu^iesJastCirriited to one gift per customer.

LSAT CLASS FOR JUNE LSAT STARTS 4/29
MCAT CLASS FOR AUGUST MCAT STARTS 5/16
AT CHARLOTTESVILLE KAPLAN CENTER

RIGHT SERVICE. RIGHT PRICE.

Tmei
meineke
|A car cat
care center

HARRISONBURG ...1871 S. Main St

Brtfces • Exhaust■ Shocks
Struts • Oil Change • Tires

GRE CLASS STARTS 6/12
ATJMU

90 Days Interest Free
Minimum Monthly
Payment Required

Tire Balancing ■ Wheel Alignment
Maintenance ■ And Much More

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com.

OPEN
WON •- SAT
6 PM
"""«"
ani 7:30
i.MI AM
mm TO
lusn

KAPLAN

Higher test scores guaranteed
or your money back.

TEST PREP AND
ADMISSIONS
MMMMCMH

Unto rauMMicxai»"*««'m *-»

ALL STUDENTS
& FACULTY
'>V0W« au*NM K *9» i«*l>a\

«*tMit»CUM>M* I*** •"atwOTM-OmtCann

ILC^I

jivvil irrrr.

540-438-5858

iCoow ol Rl 11 South and PtaauM H* Rd . b*«M Shaau)

FREE Undercut
inspection
tk Estimate
t.Mimate
Inspection &

%

15 Off
Parts*

meineke
CM CKt CHlttl

OIL CHANGE $C 00

"Off
meineke

Y

Is your CAR ready for Vacation?
Use your FLEX before you leave!
Oil Change Package
-

Off < )il Change (up to 5 qts.)
Lube and new Filter
Free 27-point inspection
Free brake inspection upon request
Free hand-wash of your vehicle

JA ards EXCLUSIVELY
at Charlie Obaugh Pontiac, Buick, GMC

Spring Maintence Package: $99.95
- Replace spark plugs
- Oil change, lube, and filter
- Tire rotation
- Check A/C and PCV system
- 27-point inspection
- Hand wash your vehicle
- 6 and 8 cylinder cars and
platinum plugs extra

All Offers End May 31, 2006
Hurry In!!
Collision ('filler S|•penal
- 10% Discount Repairing Dents

Parts & Accessories Special
- 10% Discount on ALL Parts
over the counter

Charlie Obaugh Pontiac, Buick, GMC
Toll Free: 1-800-434-2842
Local: 540-434-6749
3155 South Main St
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Student journalists report on Iraq war from home
m (FASBUMMJU.
ii-tvntf

By exploring Iraq through the eyes of
Rwemment officials and potibbans, US.
v<»ldier\ insurgents and civilians, student
H«umalists at Swarthnxw College are telling the war-torn country's story without
leaving their campus.
IIv idea for War News Radio began
as a December 2004 e-mail conversatim.
By the following month, 14 students had
IIIIIMXI a 30-minute pilot with help from
l>avid ( -'Ilvr, a CBS News producer and
Swarthmore alumnus.
Such features have included a piece
on Arabic translators involved in the war
and the US. government's use of "private
contractors" rather than US. intelligence

agenaes to gather information in the
country.
When Western journalists arc asking
their hves walking on Baghdad's streets
how do the nportcrs of War News Radio
keep sudh good artacts in the Middle
East?
Programs lik* Skype, which alk»w
phi ra calls to be made over the Internet inexpenaveh/ are keeping War News Radio
reporters connected to xurcei in Iraq who
want to reach American listnu-r.
"Peupk- want ti > talk about what is going on and shaiv what their lift* is like." said
Reuben r iiyiun-Cantnr, a senior War News
Radio repiWr. "It's important because the
American public doesn't fully know what's
going on irver there."
"Ifs important to get involved with

HUNGER: Banquet educates
students about plight of poor

potttl ml war in a way that increases the
dialogue.' said Ueyman-Cantor. "We spend
a lot of our time writing stuff (or professors
but this is a way to grapple with issues we
wouldn't otherwise be talking about"
Heyman-C.intor is graduating this semester, but LS | virtKi[siting in an Arabic language program through the University of
Cairo and plans on starting a chapter there.
Reporters at the program pride themseh-es on investigating evenb in Iraq fur
Iwnnt but reporters IIIVJ'wphomrwScrtt
lamer say the program has a k* of room to
grow.
"I wish more people and other colleges
would get inwlved.'' he said. 'It's rcalrv
gixxl for utUege students who haw time
and interest to get an insight on what is happening in Iraq."

HUNGER, from page 3
percent of the attendees received nee
and colored water, which represented
contaminated water. The middle class,
representing 30 percent of the population, received beans, nee. water and
lemonade, while the wealthiest IS rx-rcent received a menu that consisted rj|
sandwiches, fruit and dessert.
After the meal, the students engaged in a reflection period. Skotchdopole said, "Sometimes participant*. m
the upper class give food to the lower
class, but then we question whether
this is what realistically happens."
Two brief videos from the Internet were also shown to participants.
In the first film, titled "The World in
10 Seconds." participants were .isked
to hold their breath for 10 seconds
and learned a wide range of statistics
of what occurred during that amount
of time.
For example, four people died
from hunger-related causes and two
people died from dnnking bad water.
The second film. "If There Were Only

FACEBOOK: Spokesman denies rumors of deal
FACEBOOK, from page 3
any less reluctant to use it as long as the functionality didn't
change. If I had to start paying for it, or was bombarded by
pop-ups, I probably would start to lose interest fast."
Last year MySpace.com was similarly sold for $580 million to News Corp. MySpace, a cousin of Facebook, offers
additional features like blogsand is open to anyone, notflltl

students.
Nevertheless, business experts speculate that Facebook's
student niche might help Zuckerberg get a higher offer.
Concerning Facebook's future, spokesman Chris R.
Hughes MomHy told, The Oftwon that all information pert.iimng to the deals are "rumors."
He WM not available to speak with TheHetghls.

The Department of English
Congratulates
its 2005-2006 Graduates!

friday, april 28th. 7 p.m. (doors at 6:45].
in transitions. $2. FREE REFRESHMENTS.
'

>n rtotlgn (ton

We are also pleased to announce the following
recipients of senior awards and continuing student
scholarships:
Harrison Behl (Creative Writing Award)
Katherine Brown (American Literature Award)
Christina Curry (Geoffrey Morley-Mower Award)
Erin Herring (Teacher-Scholar Award)
Marcus Hudgins (Film Studies Award)
Stephen Kelly (Overall Excellence Award)
Andria Ortega (Women's Literature Award)
Gregory Pollock (David Hallman Award)
Robin Smith (English Linguistics Award)
Lauren Wallace (Service Award)
Rachael Weber (World Literature Award)
Donna Handley (Stanley Rhys Say Scholarship)
Alexandra Meador (Joye and Robert Ledford Scholarship)
Rachael Ragland (Faculty Prize in English Lang, and Lit.)

fashton
show

_pw Prices -

A Asfiby.
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s
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100 People." showed what the world
would be like it this was the population. The richest person in the world
would earn more than the incomes of
the 57 poorest individuals.
According to the CSI. Hunger Banquet Web site, more than 840 million
people worldwide are malnourished.
Locally, approximately 16,500 people
receive assistance in a given week
fnim the Blue Ridge Area Food Bank
Network.
Although the banquet was free,
participants were encouraged to bring
canned foods or make donations. all
of which went to the Blue Ridge Area
Food Bank. As a part of the event's
closing, they were told other wavs
they could make a difference in fighting hunger and poverty
Skotchdopole said the program
was also done to raise awareness about
the Millennium Developmental Goals.
Among these is the current fight to
receive 1 percent, or aboul $25 billion
of the federal budget, in order to help
fight world poverty and AIDS.

fH

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best F^

China Express I

§ 1031 Port Republic Rd
!£ Next to Food Lion

■

(540) 568-9899 *
Sun-Thu until 1am
& Fri-Sat until 2am

o
*

foe 8esf Value Co#n/!>o
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken. Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Qai Pan
i SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
1
SC7 Hunan Chicken
SCB Pork with Mixed Vegetables
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
■ SC10 Hunan Vegetables
SC11 Chicken.with Cashew Nuts
'SC12KungPao Chicken
■ SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SCI4 Almond Chicken
'SCl 5 Hunan Beet

FREE DELIVERY
Limited Area
$10.00 minimum
Flex Accepted

oniy^Q All come with

SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17
' SC18
SC19
SC20
1
SC21
SC22
i SC23
SC24

DON'T FORGET...
Sign your lease with Ashby before
you leave!!

Beet with Broccoli
Szechuan Beef
Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
Hunan Shrimp
Triple Delight
General Tso's Chicken
Sesame Chicken

SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork. Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp LoMem
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
■ SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken
* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

Vegetable Lo Mein

Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton.
Egg Drop.
or Hot and Sour

Experience The Best!!!
1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA

432-1001

Bourbon Chicken
Lemon Chicken
Amazing Chicken
o-\ MOT MOT - pooj )sag - saouj MOH 'MOT 'MOT - pooj

OPINION

Brian Goodman. Kditor
breezeopinum@hntmail torn
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I can't get no satisfaction out Kurd-catching in Harrisonburg
of ABC celebrity programming for the sake of national security
■v

ALEX SIRNFY
SfStOR Mill IK

lack of adequate translators and general bumbling.
The arrests themselves were carried out as paramilitary raids in front of wives and children. While cerThe terrorist hunters out then- w ill be happy to
tainly gentler than Saddam's secret police they feared
leam that the USA PATRIOT Act has been applied
in Iraq, compared to the government allowing the
without remorse here in sleepv Harnsonburg.
Fnron chiefs to rum themselves in, these arrest raids
Unfortunately, that taste of victoare beyond extreme and completely uniiistitir.l bv
ry should rum bitter — the four men
the charges of running a money-winng business.
THROUGH arrested here last October are not tcrThe money-wiring charges themselves are a bit
ronsts, "not the bad guys" bv proseMl RK\
more substantial than the embezzlement sham which
cuting US. attorney William Gould's
is likely to be dropped. Abdullah and Rashid have
\\ \ll Rs
own admission to the defendants.
already pleaded guilty and Qambari has been conI'ven Gould's superior in Roavicted. Of course, the money-wiring they were doing
noke and the man who ordered the inveshgati. in. I 9
involved sending money to their families and families
attorney John Brownlee, seems to realize a mistake of other refugees in Harrisonburg on their behalf. They
was made. When asked, the only response he gave even sent money to a chantable, pro-US. Non-Covemwas that it is his job to enforce the mental Organization and, unlike a
law — not exactly the tnumphant
/-^i./ .'
MM
business, had no intention of tumrhetoric of someone who broke up
DreClKing Up a
ing a profit They also had no intent
a sleeper cell in his backyard.
br
Breaking up a sleeper cell,
made through
of course, would be the cause
the Bank of America, not exactly a
for celebration, but sadly for
back-allev terrorist factory.
Brownlee. he didn't even come
The PATRIOT Act changed
close to one. Rather, he managed
the money-wiring laws — it was
to break up a nng of men solelyalways illegal to do so without a
interested in getting money back
license, but a suspect had to intend
to their families still in Iraq
to violate the law, not do it out of igIne four men. Ahmed Haji
norance. Now, anyone committing
Abdullah. Fadhil Noroly, Rasheed
the enme has to face the time and, at
Oamban and Amir Rashid anthis stage of the defendant's tnals, at
Kurdish immigrants who were
least three of them face that time.
resettled as refugees by the US.
The sentence is heavy at a maxgovernment in the 1990S when it became too danger- imum of five years and possible fines, but the conseous for their pro-US. activities in Iraq, which is the opquences of the verdicts could carry an even heavier
posite of suspicious entry into the country. Once they
weight. None of the men have been able to find out if
arrived, they got |obs and joined the pursuit of the
they will be deported by the Immigration and NatuAmencan dream. All accounts paint them as model
ralization Service, a very real worst-case scenario.
citizens hard-working family men who volunteer time
This is where the public needs to step in — the
at the hospital and courts translating for the substantial
courts and the INS all can be swayed by public
Kurdish populabon in and around Harrisonburg.
opinion, and these men need support now and in
They stand accused of wiring money overseas great strength. The accused are upstanding memwithout a license, and two are also accused of embers of our community who got caught doing
bezzling money from Housing and Urban Devel- what parents do every time their children study
opment, and these charges stink of political moabroad and what thousands of immigrants do evtivation — it's helpful in a re-election campaign
ery day — something that, in the end, amounts
to say you helped in bnnging down terrorists.
to simply supporting their families and chanties
and 13 different organizations from the FBI to the Amencans everywhere should be standing up
U.Va. campus police participated in the raid.
and saying that, rather than sending these men
The embezzlement charges are purely fnvokius
home, we need more of them in this country.
— they resulted from a mistranslation of a ledger
Alex Siniryis a junioranthtvpuloxy/SMADmajorufai
when an account shifted banks. This shouldn't sur- encourages you tocontact him at simey ac fo find out hou>
pnse anyone, though; the tnals have been marked by
to help and into urlixtmesfixdbock at the same address.

sleeper cell would *^£&%£
be the cause for
celebration, but
sadly for the US.
attorney, he didn 't
even come close
to one.

As ii Rolling Stones frantnuui Mkfc \tgpi in i
famous (or rich) enough. ABC executive* are in neI'/'li.ituins to CMf him in .1 new sikum m whiill .1
group of New V.rk Qtj guyi trj
to rob him of his fortune. Clever.
ll.il SI
I he onginal title ot the show.
l.miimiu "I Want To Rob Jeff Coldblum,"
w.i- turned down after the actor
of the title role dropped out to
work on another project taring ABC in the lurch
to find someone 111.1 as good. Viturallv, British rink
Rod Jagger was the best choice to replace semi-successful Coldblum, whose latest small-screen .redits Include .1 s,,-so performance as Karen's crazed
stalker on "Will 4 Gract." luger'i name, unlike
Coldbum, will not appear in the title oi the ritcom
and he will only appejr in a lew episode*.
If ABC realiy wants to run with this idea, why

not swap famous people every episode? "I Want
To Rob Mary Tyler Moon''' or "I Want To Rob
Bruce Campbell'' might be interesting. Or, they
could even take it one step further and use one ..I
the Ten Commandments. Maybe "I Want To Covet
Hulk Hogan's House" would be a good title. Actually, he's pretty much got that under control.
The point is. ABC must be stopped. Since
"Desperate Housewives." they've been on a
rampage to push the racy-but-random-TV-show
envelope. And. though we have to give Mark
t herrv credit for his intriguing creation, "Desperate Housewives" is about all the network
can take. After all, it can't keep all the most
powerlul stars in the world for itself. Unless, of
course, its master plan is to create a show called
"I Want To Rob The World Of Its Most Famous
People." Now that's an idea

One more conquering column for the road
u>

B(>HR> MCMAHON

1 RffU
After two semesters, 36 articles,
and 25.274 words oi varying si/e and
strength, my time as your faithful
opinion writer has
Lovi H oi
OHM If its end. I
WOllId fed bereft
WOMI N,
if I did not take
this
opportune to
CUNQI I Rl R
give credit where
01 N \liu\s
credit is due and
give one leal goodbye and good luck to .ill those who
have read (and occaakmalh enjoyed)
i ovei of Women, * onqueroi of Na
tions." Due to tome graphk noetal
gia, reader discretion is advised;
First and loremost,
I over of
Women, Conqueror of Nations"
would not be possible without HI)
parents engaging in sexual congress
in the UVUM r<K>m of our Alaska
home, and the springtime snowstorm
tfiat kept them inside with nothing to
do. Further, I am well aware that literaU) thousands upon thousands of
people (many of them Irish) became
intimate with each other so that I
would be alive today, and I send mv
gratitude to them as well. Such loresight by my ancestors may be highly
unlikely, but I'd like to think that
at least some ot mv brethren said
We've >;»>t to do tins, or those peo*
pic in the new millennium will never
know Bobln McMahon."
hVvond my conception, man\
people working at The Breeze are also
deserving of thanks. Porno Arigato
to Mollv Little, my first opinion edl
tor, tor bringing me on board and
giving me the trust, the freedom,
and the word count to develop as
a writer and explore unorthodox
and peculiar ideas (Jerry Kilgore
as a dolphin killer, eating Mexican
people and the greatness of Frank
Whale*. I I hanks also to my second

opinion editor, Brian Goodman, for
keeping the ball rolling and giving
me the go-ahead on more serious
and controversial topics (ASB and
SafeRides, respectivel)). Muchas
Graham NeaL the editorial
cartoonist for The Breeze, who added depth and humor to everything
I wrote and effectivel) became the
5cotl Hall to n>\ Kevin Nash, the Simon to 01) (.arlunkel and the John
Oatestomj Dary I Hall. If you know
him, high-five him tor me.
Most ol all, I sincerely appreciate
each ot you who take the time between the I )arts and the l\its to read

On the road of life,

there will be dead
ends, potholes and
road kill and there
may come a time
when you must eat the
road kill to survive.
im work, espe, uilK those who have
sent a I etter to the Editor, darted,
patted, poked, iMed or e-mailed
me Writing a column often becomes
a very blind endeavor, in that I have
no loft .i it the readers ere n
UM to m\ ideas or laughing at mv
|OKeS I hose who have bridged the
gap from reader to writer made m\
job exceedingly fun to do and you
have my utmost gratitude.
As I've become increasingly (and
Somewhat painfully) aware of m\
dwindling time here, I've started t<>
reflect on what I'll miss most about
[Ml
For starters. I'll miss my favorite restroom and water fountain
on campus (second floor Maury and
Hillside Computer Lab, respectively)

as well as mv favorite cup of coffee
in town (The Little Grill Collective
Where the Coffee Tastes like Justice!). Despite the fact that it's utterly
terrifying, I'll miss the gut-churning
feeling of having absolutely no idea
what I'll be doing in a year, a month
or even six hours from now, and the
freedom that comes with having no
commitments for the foreseeable future. I'll miss the nervous energy of
the tirst day of classes, the hushed
reverence of a Saturday-morning
breakhut -'"d the caffeine-fueled
mania of finals week. I'll miss plavIng Prlabce on the Quad, walking
around campus on warm April eveningS -ind watching 17 underclassmen meander up Port Republu RK,,\<\
like a herd of confused cattle.
Most of all, though, I'll miss my
friends, for without them, these places and these experiences wouldn't
mean nearly as much to me. Truly,
mv experience has taught me that
while the classes and details of our
time at school will soon collide and
congeal in our memories, the people we have encountered here will
stand out in our beleaguered minds
as reminders" of what it felt like to
be young and full of possibility.
As this jaunt through Memorylown comes to its close, I will leave
you with words I believe ring truer
«'.n Ii passing year On the road of life,
there will DC dead ends, potholes
and road kill, and there may come
I time when you must eat the road
kill to survive. Yes, even the skunks.
i Ira at its heart though, is a journey
MU\ not a struggle, so breathe, en)oy
the world and if you're not going to
eat that, save some skunk for me
Bobby McMalion is a senior political
science major; if you want just a httle more
of him before he leaves us cold and alone.
COffM M Hobby and some of IMU's finest
stand-up comics perform this Saturday.
7:30 p.m at TDU. It's gonna be good.

E-maU dam and pan to
hmvrdpM hotmaixoai.
Dam A Pan are submitted amm\mnu\h and
printed on a space-available hum Submtwwn'
are bated upon one perum \ opinion of a given
situation, perum or event and do m>t necessar■fleet the truth

A "Tarzan-you-are-not" dart to the idiot that felt the need to swing on a
branch until it broke off a tree on the Quad.
From a group of sophomore tree-huggers who were stunned at your lack of respect
for the }MU greenery.

An "I've-never-seen-duck-porn-before" pat to the two ducks getting it on
beside Show ker. and their web-footed friend who was watching.
From a blushing senior gal who is glad to know you're procreating, but didn't
know that ducks could move that way

A "too-close-for-comfort" dart to the UREC employee who decided to stand
right beside my treadmill so he could talk to his friend on the next machine.
From an irritated senior who thinks that if she can reach out and smack you in
the face while she's running, you're invading her personal space.

A "surpnses-in-the-rain-are-not-welcomed" dart to the City of Harrisonburg for closing down South Main Street without notifying residents.
From a now soaked senior who enjoys watching bikes go in a circle, but would
IseM pnftrrtd to drive instead of walk through the rain.

A "Night-at-the-Roxbury" pat to the three girls stopped on Port Republic
Road head-bobbing to Haddaway's "What is Love,"
From an extremely entertained junior who misses old school "SNL." back when
the writers were on coke and the jokes were funny.

A "you'd-think you'd-have-figured-it-out-by-now" dart to the mystery
man that ate my leftovers out of the dorm fridge and left the Tupperware.
From a hungry RA who mmfs ffl bum why >'if shouldn't use her key to get into
your room and eat your leftover* instead
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At semester end, Mr. Holland numbers his days aright
■v

BRIAN GOODMAN
OPINION fPllOR

Another one biles the dust tolki. We made it to the end
o) another academic year, many of us by the skin of our teeth.
But runaway bnde that I am, the ckaer I get to the end of
the year, the adder my feet become.
...
.,I cannot shake the ominous feeling
Illl WRITING that I mined the whole point
^l *"*■*l1K* "* "^ ''^ aulni'r
Henn Nouwen reflected, "My
whole life I have been complaining
that my work was constantly interrupted, until I discovered
that the interruptions were my work.'' lb make it through
the academic year, many of us have had to sacrifice the experiences — and the people — that make life worth li\ Ing,
More this year than ever before, it seems that in order to be
successful academically we must saennce the interruptions
that make life worth living. Our pnonbes get reversed, really; it is a precanous place indeed where tests and papers
command more of our bme than flesh and bkxid.
I, for one, am particularly flawed in this regard. I
have inherited from my parents, bless their hearts. .1
downright intolerable Puritan work ethic. Since the
time I was weaned, I have been reminded that "school
is vour job, and vou want to do well at your job," that
"schixil is the most important thing " That anal-retenON

nil

WALL

hve, schedule-minded, purpose-driven ideal has car*
and shaped. It's all that was being formed in the crucible
rlcd UN relatively unscathed through life so tar
of interruptions. Phis is his work. I his is his purpose."
Call me Mr. Holland. For the three of you who haven't
In less than two weeks, the 2005-'0o school year will
seen the movie about his opus skip to the next parapass ,iw,n into the annals of histon and the dnstv 00f
graph. Mr Holland spent his life dreaming of becoming
ridors of our memories. It will be dead to us; once it goes,
a composer, but is forced to work as a music teacher in a then? is no getting it back. For those i>t us who piddled
high school to put food on the table. The plan was only our year away with nonstop work, we will be left with
to work for a year or two. but as life a transcript .1 stack of textbooks to sell.
tends to do, one year turned into five,
and the unshakeable feeling that v\ e've
"My
whole
life
I
tiave
which turned into 15, which turned
wasted our time. For those of vou who
into a lifelong career. Forced into earbeen complaining that kept the year in perspective and did
ly retirement Mr. Holland packs his
not let life get in the way of the intermy work was constantly ruptions, I am insaneh jealous.
desk a broken man, unable to evade
the thought that he has wasted his liltMoses once advised the people "to
interrupted, until I dis- number
by never having achieved his dream.
our days anght, that we may
As he walks with his family down the
gain a heart of wisdom." Ihe Office of
covered that the interhall, he hears a noise and is drawn into
the Registrar has done the easy part for
the auditorium. Inside, he discovers ruptions were my work."
us; I now have one week out of 12 left in
his lite: hundreds of his students from
my junior year. But I faik-d to "number
-Henri
Nouwen
his long years of teaching, assembled
them anght" for mytcK. Al WC struggle
as an orchestra, performing the comconcurrently under the brunt of backposition he had always hoped to conduct.
loaded course assignments, summer plans and happv
As author Mark Buchanan recounts, "But of course hours, we can end up losing the rest of the semester for the
he knows, everyone knows: His opus isn't the compo- sake of the semester. 1 know that I have already lost too
sition. His real opus, his true life's masterpiece, stands much of my junior year to my schedule; (or the next week,
before him, here, now. It's not the music. It is all these at least I hope I'm interrupted.
people who m his passions and convictions have helped
Brian Goodman is a junior communications major.

Animal Rights Barbecue cooks up trouble

Will the San Fran earthquake happen again?

I am writing in response to Jared Prunty's
Letter to the Fditor about the Animal Rights Barbecue. The event was held April 23 by the College Republicans, of which I
am
LETTERS TCI
*■ member. Prunty chare.es
CKl with a sarcastic paralrHI EDITOR
id, "What's next - a human
■ rights lynching?" This is a ridiculous aside from tin- president of the Animal
Rights Coalition. However, it mirrors some of
the recent protests held by PETA. At Ut Berke
ley, for instance. The Pail}/ Califorman reported
that PETA had a "Display that compared racial
violence to vioL'rnr ftgalntt animals."
CRs believe Prunty has missed the joke. Part
of the reasoning behind an Animal Rights Barbecue was to make fun of the extremes PETA
and animal rights activists go to by holding
our own ■XOmWtly titled event. Punty's further claim of "tnviali/ation" of animal rights
is a misnomer for creative advertising on our
behalf. CRs welcome intelligent dialogue, but
we also recogni/e the need to appeal to more
than 1 scholarly stimulus when discussing political views on campus.
With that in mind, the Animal Rights Barbecue was meant to humorously publicize CR's belief inspe. lesisni or placing human's needs above
animals We admit that |oking about animal rights
could be offensive to tome, Tearing down posters
around JMU that advertised our barbecue is even
more offensive because it's censorship of controversial ideas that any club may hold. In the future
I hope the ad hoc FCC tactics of some members of
the JMU community will be reconsidered.

The great San Francisco earthquake occurred
UK) years ago on April Ih. The San Andreas strikeslip fault, a major plate boundary, goes right
thmugh the city of San Francisco. Movement
along this fault in 1906 caused an earthquake of
magnitude 77 that destroyed much of this citv.
Ihe campus of Stanford University and the community of Santa Rota to the north. Ihe loss of life
at the time was underestimated at about 400 people, but recent estimates suggest that over 3,000
may have penshed by the collapse of buildings
and later by burns caused by fire.
Is another earthquake of this magnitude
likely in the San Francisco area1 As a profwtOI
111 tM IMU department of geology and environmental science, I say it is more than likely, it
is almost certain that a major shakeup is due
anytime within the next decade or two. The San
Andreas and Hayward faults are locked and
have not moved in recent times, and that elastic
strain is building up in the rocks adjacent to the
faults The rocks are like rubber bands that are
being stretched and are approaching the breaking point. Suddenly the faults will unlock with
a jolt — that's an earthquake. Some estimates
for the predicted loss of life range from a few
thousand to as many as 100.000 or more if the
earthquake occurs during peak commuter time.
The loss of water supply and spreading fires
are still dangers as in 190b. You would think
that all this would have downward effect on
real estate prices in the city, but San Francisco
has the most expensive real estate prices in the
United States. I wouldn't particularly want to
live there, but if I did, it would be vital to chose
a well-constructed modern house on a bedrock
foundation. I definitely would not live in the
expensive Marina district, because liquefaction
of soil during shaking of the ground causes a
quicksand-like condition. Virginia is more stable than California, but low magnitude, deepfocus earthquakes do occur here.

Jarrett Ray
sophomore political science and pfuktsophy major

Bombing Iran not a joking matter
I had thought that The Breeze attempted
to portray itself as a serious publication, one
worthy of recognition and filled with honest
and valued news reporting. It is disappointing
not only as an international affairs major but
also as an avid reader of 'The Breeze to see its
writers given free immature reign like the latest piece by Anthony Riedel.
Riedel's latest piece about Iran seems more
appropriate for the likeness of MvSpace or a
personal blog, not a college newspaper. While
I am a full advocate of free speech, publishing
a comical approach to bombing a country is not
within the bounds of appropriateness. Would
a columnist of The Washington Post or The New
York Times be able to publish something as degrading? If I 'it* Breeze wants to be a serious publication, it should not allow its writers to stoop
to such a pathetic level of integrity.
Morally, it's repulsive to read, joking or not.
how casually Riedel writes about annihilating
another country. Would it be okay to publish a
similar piece about bombing the United States
and killing our president? Not to defend the
Iranian regime, but think how students of Iranian background feel when they come to JMU
and have to read outlandish pieces that make a
mockery out of destroying their country.
Ihe opinion section of The Breeze should be a
forum for writers to voice serious opinions that
concern the general readership, not a place for
unprofessional hacks to convey their moronic
ideologies on issues the) cannot comprehend.
Craig Finkelstein
junior international affairs major

Dr. Roddy Amenta
department of geology and envin«nmental science

Faculty work as hard as students at end of year
I'm sorry you have so much work. However,
in answer to your question, "these professors''
think we're the people who want to help you
learn, be successful, and who have nothing to
gain from selling you anything. We are not trying to exploit you for our own success or gratification* nor are we seeking to manipulate you
into buying a service or product. In snort, other
than your family, we might be the last people
you encounter who are going to be totallv on
\ our side for quite some time
Which brings me to my question: Other than
possibly venting your own frustration, what
were you trying to accomplish with vour atcond-to-last House Editorial for the year? Blanket whining about faculty (e.g., you called us
all liars) is not likely to bring about any constructive change. 1 can't speak for others, but
in my classes, syllabi were distributed on Jan.
10 listing assignments for the whole semester. I
imagine it is the same in most classes. So. if we
are apportioning blame about the end-01-the-semester rush, it would seem there is plenty to go
around between faculty's choice of due dates and
students choosing to procrastinate until them.
Please also keep in mind that after you are
done with classes, we are still working. Faculty
have only a few days to pour through the pa-

pers and exams and turn in grades. Also, JMU
demands we show up for the graduation ceremony. So rather than labeling us as deceitful,
self-absorbed infants, my guess is that if you
have any constructive ideas for making the end
of the semester any more pleasant, I'm sure
you'd find a welcome audience in the faculty.
Scott Gallagher
management department

Youthful engagement unjustly criticized
I find freshman Sarah Delia's piece on early
engagements to be )iist as short-sighted as (he
portrayed relationships she so critically judges.
In fact. I think the entire JMU community in a
"flakv" relationship deserves an apology.
The last time I checked. Jane Austen and the
1800s have long passed. Maybe 1 just watch a
little too much "Sex and the City," but it is my
mindset that a single woman in the 21st century
has no more pressure to stick with the same man
than to stick with the same piece of gum. There
is no line of fathers and uncles and mothers and
sisters urging a woman out the door to earn
her dowry. There is no societal shun if you are
single at 40. So from where does this pressure to
get married come? Perhaps rather than blaming
today's American society, a lot of which entices
people to st,n single with divorce statistics and
"Will and Grace" reruns (or any recent sitcom
for that matter), a girl should look to her own
self-deadlines. Perhaps freshman year did not
turn out the way vou had pictured; let's poohpooh the next three years, eh?
And what if we do happen to meet "the one"
here at JMU? Should the pessimists of the world
and of the newspaper business sway our better judgment to believe that we are delusional?
Stranger things have happened. People meet
their husbands and wives at bars or clubs all
the time. Someone will always find something
wrong with your happiness, and rather than
being concerned with the well-being of others'
futures, the column comes across as bitter.
Of course, I am myself engaged at the moment and have been with "Mr. Wrong." I guess.
Since the beginning of college. It has certainly
not been a pleasure cruise, and my excitement,
rather than flakv, is even bit as earned as anything you have ever worked for. The temptations ol college rival that of 40 days and nights
in the desert I >eha makes it sound like a walk
in the park, as though a choaetl few have had
a diamond fall from the sky. Although the
thought of marrying someone at the fresh age
of 21 or 22 may be frightening to many, thoefl
who have taken the plunge should be congratulated rather4han scolded. What ever happened
to being happv tor others'
Meghan Maloney
senior TSC major

Back-loaded courses are student responsibilities

Prett) Interesting, although not tenibh HITprising or original for The Breeze House Editorial from April 24 to leave out one of the essential
ingredients associated with education, which is
called personal responsibility I he lime spent In
the last two weeks ol the semesters is invcrseh
proportional to the amount of time and dedication students have put in prior to that time.
For example, if vou started the semester-length
assignments early, say 14 or IS weeks prior,
it's amazing how little you would have to do

now. Or maybe reviewing vour notes during
the semester, spending roughly as much time
on them as you spend in class (meaning lhat the
end of the term is truly review rather than trv
to learn and review simultaneously). Perhaps
the presentation could have been done before,
but the demons of avoidance, sloth and procrastination, all our own children, might have
delayed it somewhat How unseemlv of me to
lUggeat that adults ,ire actually responsible for
their own time management, their own schedules and their own academic fates. In a society
where we are taught to look for someone to
blame for any of our circumstances rather than
getting up off our behinds and actualh dohut
what is necessary, this whole whining discourse
is not, as I said, surprising or original.
Dr. Nikitah Imam
assoi late professor of sociology

Ignorance is bliss
CarrettHooc'sopinion: "So I'm an Ugly American - So what?" exemplifies exactly whv many
people have distasteful views of some Americans
todaj Mr Hooe's apparent ignorance toward
other nations and governments was astounding
to me. I am always in support ot national pride,
but when an article like this is written at a university that is Irving to increase international student numbers for many good reasons, someone
has to correct the appalling lack of knowledge
displayed in this article Mr Hooe'l dtJffl that
America has the only "effective'' form of government la completely false and extreme!) offensive
If Mr. Hooe had taken the time to research the
governments of the world, focusing especially
on the European systems, he would nave found
that they have been in existence tor thousands of
wars to greet sun ess Ihe most worrying part
of this article is that a JMU student .an graduate
in a complex field such as political suence with
these kinds of warped views. It is \er\ worrying
for the future graduates of this excellent university. So I invite Mr. Hooe to visit us in Furope;
hopefulh alter his stay he will realize that there
are a number of ancient and beautiful countries
that are not as backward as he seems to think.
Charles Keymer
junior economica major

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published
in The Breeze are welcome and encouraged
Letters should be no longer than 250 words, must
include a phone number for verification and can
be e-mailed to breezeopinton@hotmailcom or
mailed to MSC 6805 G1. Anthony Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg. VA 22807 The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or
grammatical style
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily
the opinion of any individual staff member of Tht
Breeze
Editorial Board
Matthew Stoss. editor in cruet
Caite White managing editor
Bnan Goodman opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect
the opinion of the newspaper this staff or James
Madison University

rineTrentals.com

540-438-8800

Various Houses
Large 1 Bedroom Units
On-Site laundry
Walk Id ( .impus

4 Bedroom Units 0
l ollegC Station, Hunter's
Ridge, OldS. High,
Reservoir St. .mil [Ms.

Prices Starting at $183.33 per Person. Leases Beginning in June, July OR August.
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VCU School ofSocial Work
Tnke your professional'future to the next level with

SUPER CROSSWORD
I KSSON

SAII.IV;

a Master of Social Work from a top ranked social work
ACROSS

University's School of Social Work — a proven national

I WHd child

leader in social work education rooted irithe realities

S charges

of life. Our professors write the textbooks; our gradu.iii s

9SDI davkw

foster growth and inspire change.

l3Hooeti
is well ventilated

• Extensive internship opportunities throughout the state
Changing ih« world one student at » time

• Late day and evening classes

Upcoming on tile information
Monday. Jan. 23. 2006
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Northern Virginia Master of Social Work Program
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51 Thieves' headquarters'.'

E mail jrockwood@vcu.edu
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Beers&Cutler

52 Fortifies with fleece

107 Lamb's dam

17 Chang's sih

M (lose a gale

HO Brazos River city

I OK End of remark

21 Incisor's neighbor

56 Actress Cassidy

82 Clean a counter

116 Emphasize

57 Hardware item

83 Egyptian bird

118 Around ihe comer

27 Zilch
28 Shade tree

59 RonwflOer'i restraint

119 "The Alienist" author

29 Took care of pressing

85 Corset pan

6OHU0 hello

| CON SI ITINf,

THE RIGHT PLACE, RIGHT FROM THE START

Caleb

business?

Jennifer Asher
Timothy Carroll

33 Bakery buy

93 Captivate

122 Loath

34 Ohio count>

95 Director Blake

123 Canadian coin

35 Actress Rowlands

98 Mugabe ol /imhahwe
lOOPoiokV'My Name Is

63 Kuwait s continent

124 Opinion page

36 Ed of "Daniel Bonne"

63 (ioi older

125 Ballplayer Fuentes

37"-l7"('53hlmi

67<iirattekin

126 Squander

38 Concerning

6K Middle of remark

127 I'p-froni money

40 Flaunl

73 Author Gallanl

128 Cole and Turner

41 -even keel

/4 laraot "American

KM Oater extras
106 Wmer Bret

129 Fragrance

43 Ochs or Zukor

107 Swamp sight

44 Attorney Melvin

108 Aphrodite's boy-

Melissa Evans
Gregory Prince

DOWN

45 Till

7'> (lolled-cream county

1 "-to Me" ('64 hit)

48 Delon or Lesage

77 Average

2 Run amok

49 Upset

79 Brimming with gossip

3 Shoe pan

109 Cuzco native
110 Witnessed

XI Word with chard or

50 Most auspicious
53 Woodworker's scraps

111 Computer image

4 Anklebiter

55 Abrade

K6 Shaggy Sumatran

5 "-Amber" ('47 film!
6 Adhesive ingredient

113 Graham of football

87 Bustle

7-Haven. CT

64 Slangy sib

KS Clear the slate

I I link slice

66 Duck down

K9 Lama land

9 Demean

67 "You Don't

90 Martini ingrcdieni

10 Hailing from Hertford-

91 Used an atomizer

58 Out of gas

M5"Rosanna"r«H.kcrs
116 Shorten a slat
Me" ('64

hit)
69 Revlon nval

96 Hummus holder

12 Pelersonof "Provi-

70 Opera's Martina
71 The Bahamas' capital

99 Dud

13 The Beatles all had
them

100 Christie or CotMUo

14 Pounds ihe podium

73 Deserve
76 "All - CJo to Heaven"

101 Formal

15 Soma Henie's birih-

('89 Aim)

103 Frank

place

103 "i-.viia "char-klti

16 Beastly place''

ll7Damorg.

121 Anderson's "High -"

68 Cigar city

dence"

112 Wine valley
114 Parched

II Make money

nent

WWW.BEERSANDCUTLER.COM
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friend

94 Chair material
97 Constellation compo-

We look forward to you joining our team!

Asher -"
102 Yank opponent

7* lop notch

Guard

SUMMER INTERNS

92 (iralif)

120 Fast gait

63 Yo Vb Ma's insiru-

Pie"

2006

84 Theater collection

61 Also
ment

Beers & Cutler would like to congratulate our
20O6 new hires and summer interns!
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2006 07 application deadline: Feb. 1
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Thursday. April 20. 2006

6295Edsall Road
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26 Start of a remark by
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Wednesday. March 22. 2006

Alexandria, Virginia 22312
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5

1

24" Thai a Shame" 4*55
hill

Wednesday. Feb. 22, 2006

1

ll» Autumn birthsinne

22 Pane down a paycheck

• Convenient location, easy Metro access, free on site parking

1
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program in Northern Virginia. Virginia Commonwealth

• Emphasis on student faculty collaboration

'

72 Senior member

77 One who no's best'.'
78 Eliot's "Bede"

See today's
answers
online at

thebreeze.orii

Congratulations Graduates!
"Wherever you go, go
with all your heart."

*WK
KjSBj'W-- *•'

(Confucius)

GOOD LUCK
&• GOODBYE
Graduating Residents,
Join us for a "Goodbye Grads"
Ice Cream Party, May 3

ww1v.2unchase.net |SyN(Jl-SE( S40-443-4S00
^7—
w&
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Brian Hanscn. Hditor
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An Eye for an Eye
Siblings supporting
each other as they
play ball for Madison
AMYI'An.RSONA''/*.».i
JMU freshman Anna Khoor

pRoinn
UTMG WRIItR

BY WHIIN»Y

played at No. 3 for the Dukes
ki the CAA tournament.

Dukes
pass Pride,
ousted by
Monarchs
BY JOHN GALIF.

v/vias Eomxt
The women's tennis team
(n-seed) was able to defeat
Hofstra (II-seed I outdoors in
the tirst match «'i their Colonial
AthU'iu
Aeaodation
tournament 4-D, while Old Dominion
(3-secd) eliminated them 0-4 in
tin- second.
JMU beat Hofstra in the regular season a few weeks earlier,
but were facing them a second
time without both their \o '>
player |unloi Catherine Phillips l|ob interview), and their
No. 3 doubles plaver treshman
Barrett Donner (injury). Fresh
man Annie Day traveled with
the team to play at the No. 6

•pot
"We were weaker |the second time around|, but we were
still comfortable going into the
match with our depth." JMU
women's coach Man.i Malerha
said.
I he I Hikes displayed their
confidence by getting it done
on the court.
Junior Mary Napier teemed
*v WOMEN, page 12

In spring of 2002, Josh Eye and his
Lurner-Ashby High School baseball
team won the state championship. The
follow ing fall he came to play for JMU.
I wo vears later, Josh's younger sister,
Whitney, did the exact same thing.
"It's unusual," JMU softball coach
Katie Hynn said. "It's a plus tor Whitney

that her brother was already here and
had a good experience. They're locals. s,»
thei re familiar with
JMU I think one of
the most interesting
things is that they're
both from Bridgewater and had sin » BM
playing for TurnerAshby High School,
and
now
they're
bringing that here."
Senior outfielder
and first baseman
Josh Eye
Josh and freshman
shortstop Whitney have become
only brother-sister sports duo for
Dukes.

"I think Josh always gives 110 percent
when he plays,' Whitney said. "I think he
plays selflcsslv and alwavs wants to see his
teammates do well."
Diamond Dukes
ii.aih Spanky McFarland said, "Josh is the

WASHINC.ION, D.(
- In
I Ml s
final
non-confereiue
game,
the Diamond
Dukes
(27-18) exacted revenge on the
George Washington Colonials
(1S-24) Tuesday afternoon at

ultimate team guy.
He doesn't play that
often, but he never
complains. He plays
hard
in
practice,
keeps working hard,

the
the

Whitney Eye

and he's very supportive of his teammates, which I think
re* XIV, pets 12

The home stretch
Sophomore Kellen
KulbacH on pace to
win Triple Crown
The JMU baseball team will have
Georgia on its mind this weekend as the
Diamond Dukes open a three-game sines vMth the I'antners of Georgia State
starting Friday at Long Field/Mauck Stadium.
■ I hev're a bunch of Southern boys,"
JMU eighth-year coach Spankv McFarland said Wednesday morning. "They're
going to be tough because they're not going tO beat themselves."

Men's team
washed out
atCAAs
■Y JOHN (.\I I I

SM WIN, page 13

NFL Draft
growing in
popularity

Compton tossed a complete-game to Improve to S-l

sz-ORTs EDlTO*
Going into the Colonial Athletic Association tournament,
the men's team had already put
last year's dismal record ol <vl4
to rest by more than doubling
their win column and finishing
at .900 (13-13). Despite losing in
the first round, the Dukes have
.i sense of accomplishment.
" I his was ,i ton better than
last year." JML men's coach
Steve Secord said "We had
depth that we didn't have
last season, [because of |ohn
Snead's Injury). Overall, reaching 500 is awesome consider
ing |our scheduled There were
si. or seven mat* lies in there

F.VIN SHOAPi/fr SAM0
JMU freshman left-hander Justin Wood pitched five and 2/3 shutout Innings
yesterday in the road victory over George Washington. Pitching will be Important for the Diamond Dukes In the final three series to lock up a high playoff
seed. JMU (14-7) Is currently chasing ODU (17-4) for first place In the CAA.
travel to last-place [oWSOn and close
the year with a home series against
UNCW. JMU hasn't made the tournament since 2003, which was the first
time the Diamond Dukes had been left
out in 18 years.

B>: BRIAN HANSIN

. nrjf
Sinning in the 200r> season, the |MU
team will be playing on a new field
surface.
With its hard Astroturf and large crown
down the middle of the held, Bndgeforth
stadium has been described as being the
lesst-ftked plsyine, surface In the Atlanta 10
by players.
"Youngsters do not like playing on As-

tro turf/ coach Mukev Matthews said. "It's
very hard and it takes its toll on a player's
body."
The new surface that's going to be installed IS known as FieldTunf and is generally more liked by players for its more natural feel. I he lieldltirt. which is the surface
that was installed on the UKFC held, is
also much better than the Astroturf when it

oornss to rnfuries.

prosch the popularity of what the
MI is doing ns weekend.
Beginning at noon on Saturday,
the NFL w ill be holding its annual
amateur draft in New Wk ( it\
'The draft helps build WJUI

*r STRETCH, page U

team for potentially the next ten
u-ars." Mike Wood, a fiftli-vear se-

"Work should begin as soon as the Monde) after graduation and we hope for it to be
done no later then August I," Michael said
Other plans to improve ihe stadium,
n Inch is waiting Va. Cieneral Assembly approval, an1 to, improve the press box facilities, add luxury suites, improve restnxim
and concision taeilities and expand the stadium's BCSting from 12,000 to about 20,000.

"It's a more suitable playing surface,"
sports information director Gat) Michael
said."
Matthews said, "Fieldlurf is a lot like
grass, and it is a lot more conducive for am
athletic event not |ust football."

Approval will come no sooner than July
I ol this year, as the General AssembU meets
to approve Ihe State's budget.
Some of JMU's competitors in the AId are also making the switch to Fieldlurf.
William & Man is ahead) in the process of
m if» hmg their natural grass surface in Zable

The a>mtruction, scheduled to begin this
summer, will cost SHOO,!**1 as part ot a larger
plan to upgrade the w hole stadium over the
long tenn

Stadium. The University of Richmond is m
the process of completing its oiwampus facility. I irst Market Stadium, which also will
Utilize heliUurl

"ESPN has dons a good job
promoting it," lecenl IMU graduate
Derek Dubeseid
Dufae is a member of i group

of guys who
have
nvid
tnpned it up
to the draft
tor the List

two years.
■

drive

v\

■

IUMOA

MAS II

>**\

m
^m
W ^* ^i
™
.» *

up

there, stav in

the dry and
onto)
the
draft" [fan
1 Vary,
another mem-

w
BftUN

HAMCN

a 'ntest toaae win i can gel the most
nght
"You can decide who you identity with before me draft, and who
you think has really got the skills
to go far in the league," Wtxjd said.
"Ihen you hop.' vour learn gets
those players

developing, ((insistent strength
for the men's team, were not
played at all since the Tribe
locked up the match 4-1) in singles play
confidence m

the NFI draft in !«*), it has grown
into an event watched by tens of
millions <>f people each year Onginally. uV NFL unanimously voted
down FSPN's proposal to air the
dratt In 1970, stating Ivliels that no
one would want to watch it. They
could not have been more w rong.

lo prepare for their tnp, the
guys fill out a full seven-round
mo* k draft after spending months
researching tlv players and haw a

the spring
Due to Inclement weather,
the Dukes were torced indoors
into William & Man's facility
and played their singles mat. lies first. The doubles matches, a

see MEN, page 12

nior, said "It gives you i hssdt>up
on the future talent COTTUng into the
league
I \er since LSPN began ainng

her of the group, said. "It's a great
tune TOU reel) SCI S3 spend time
with other football enthusiasts."

that we realistically knew we
weren't going to win"
After earning the higher
seed (No, M in the regular sea
son, thev were rewarded with
a tough matchup in opponent
William & Marv (No. .1), who
had beaten them 7-0 earlier in

"We've had

This weekend will see some major sporting action going on. Both
the NHL and the NBA playoffs arc
King played as w ell as a rematch ol
last v ear's Ameru an i vague Championship Series betwsen the (Imago White Six and the LOS Angeles
Angels of Anaheim. But for many,
these events don't even*begin Map

"It takes the pressure oft a little bit,"
McFarland said. "And if we win a leu
more games, it will really take the pressure
off. It had a lot to do with starting off hot."

Bridgeforth gets makeover
New FieldTurfwill be
installed this summer
prior to new season

Cowgill

m to SCON the tung run when
senior catcher Matt Sluder

But others have. GSU (8-10 in the Colonial Athletic Association, 19-22 overall)
has lost four out of its last five, including
two out of three to CAA toe UNC-Wilmington (11-7, 30-12) last weekend. The
Panthers' one win came in the middle
game when junior right-hander Jeramy

"Anvone who can go down to Wilmington and w in on their held must be legit."
JMU (14-7, 27-18) snapped a three-

(.'AKOli S W \| SI K ' . " .

[Ml snaps I
three-game
skid suffered
during
last
w eekend 'a
awav series

ed to second
base on a wild pitch, got to third on
I SSI fly and scored on another.
The Colonials came back in
the next inning, driving in two
earned runs on two hits. JMU
senior right -handcr Patrick Riley walked three batters.
In the fifth inning, senior
second baseman Michael COWgill singled and advanced to
third on a single by senior third
baseman Nate Sehill. He came

'Their schedule has been a mix of
easy and hard teams.' Mclarland said.
"They've struggled against some of the
better teams and done well against some
of the weaker ones. They are a very competitive team.

Sophomore No. 1 Jeaae Tarr
led the Dukes to a .500
record this season (13-13).

In the first JMU home game
of the year, the Colonials came
into Harnsonburg and dealt the
Diamond Dukes a 4-1 loss. The
loss was the tirsi of four home
losses the Dukes endured over
the entire season
With
the
victory
Tuesday,

Ihe Dia
mond IXikes
took the lead in the second inning
when ninior shortstop Rob Altteri

■

"Ihe good teams figure out a wav to eel
hot at the end ot the year," McFarland said.
Mclarland and the Diamond Dukes
will hope they're one of the good ones.
The top six teams make the CAA tournament (held May 24 to 27 this year in
Wilmington, N.C.) and right now, of the
top six teams, five teams have between
nine and seven losses. After Madison fa
es seventh-place GSU this weekend, they

Barcroft Park, beating them 42.

against the
Pride of Hofstra.

BY MATTHEW STOSS

game losing streak Tuesday with a win
over George Washington after getting
swept in a conference series at Hofstra
Despite the sweep, the Diamond Dukes
still sit in second place in the CAA behind Baseball Amerua's No. 25 team Old
Dominion (17-4, 35-8).

JMU gets
revenge
onGWU

It 'AN BIALKT'tttfr/*>*'«rij/*iv
JMU will begin construction soon after graduation to replace the old Astroturf In Bridgeforth Stadium with FieldTurf.

While most football fans don't
take msirdrafl enfo) mere quito thai
far, it can't be denied that even 0>
sual fans will devote hours of their
weekends In frontal 11\ warchrnc
ver\ little action take place
Ihe question is. why has it

see DRAFT, page 13
v
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Caribbean Tan
Thank you for voting us "Best Tanning"
in the Best of The Burg!
I .inlllUMII I .III

Caribbean Tan

I

All Lotions
$29 each

i
I

6 Basic Tans
$20

Oiler good at both Harrisonburg locations
Expires 5/O6/20O6

■

Oiler good at both Harrisonburg locations
Expires 5/06/2006

Week Package $19.95
Does include Superbeds!
Oiler good at both Harnsonburg locations Expires 5/06/2006

J

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9am-10pm
Saturday 10am-8pm
Sunday 12pm-8pm
Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center

' «8

438 9989

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

MEN, from page U
our doubles teams, so that was
unfortunate." Secord said. "It
could've been more interesting, but (William & Mary|
plaved well [and| I'm happy
with the way |our| guys competed."
Sophomore Carlin Campbell and freshman Brian Rubenstein had their singles
matches abandoned at the five
and sn position.
No. 1 Tarr came back from

losing a tough, first set (6-0) to
split sets (2-6). However, Colin
O'Brien of the Tribe took the
final set (6-3) and the match.
Senior Bob Allensworth lost by
a breaker in his second set (62, 7-6 (4)) at the number four
spot.
"We were the lower seed
and it was the last match of the
year," Tarr said. "So we had
nothing to lose, but we didn't
let ourselves get out of our
game."

WOMEN: Season
comes to end in CAAs

< iii'ihbean Tan

Food Lion Shopping Center

MEN: Tribe ends
men's tennis season
in CAA tournament

MEXICAN GRILL

WOMEN, from page U
up with senior Kristin Nordstrom to clinch the doubles
point over Krika Reggiani and
(ill Spiritus (8-3). Napier went
on to beat Stacy Kent 6-2, 6-1
at the No. 2 singles spot, while
senior Ashley Reyher defeated
Valerie McDonald 6-1, 6-2 at
number four.
"It was solid play on all of
our parts," Reyher said. "We
wanted to carry the momentum into our next match."
The rain caught up to the
Dukes and washed out the next
day, forcing them indoors to
play Old Dominion University
(No. 3). ODU was coming off
a trademark successful season
(19-10) and showed it. halting
the Dukes 4-0.
"It's a strong conference,"

Malerba said. "Of the 11 teams,
you have the top (two or three]
ranked in the nation. Also, the
top teams are fully funded |or
on scholarships!. It makes it
hard to advance very far."
The Dukes will hold their
heads high despite the second-round elimination, as they
linished where they were supposed to, according to Malerba,
in sixth place as the sixth seed.
"I'm not disappointed,"
Malerba said. "If we had placed
|any better], I would have been
ecstatic, and if we had placed
|any lower|, then it would have
been a disappointment."
Reyher said, "The focus
in that last match was to play
well, and I think everyone
ended the season playing their
best tennis."

jml big burrHoi. tig (Uvwt.- «» q4ob.com

We accept
Flex!
If yen like fresh ingredients and unique flavor combinations, you 11 love Qdoba Mexican Gnll
■-flat» unforgettable best of all its all made

This itn i ordinary Mexican ll tfoodsyou km.

fsM. fresh and right in front of you Come on m and see foryoursr- Wh** are yam fofcif !• Uv* at C

For catering and fundraising
call Alice at (540) 564-1515
Located across from the new Wal-Mart

V
OOC** ll&t.»Tj(iI totiritOi

1 Cttllil

N.(MO%

IM4

IMJUI

•luuouiMoiiiat

In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center

223 Burgess Rd.

540-564-1515

Open Daily 11am ■ 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

SIGNATURE BURRITO & MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

EYE: Siblings are the
only brother and sister
playing for Madison
EYE. from page U
says a lot about his character. I
think he's a real class act."
The same goes for his sister
Whitney hasn't seen much
playing time," Flynn said. "But
as a freshman and a walk-on,
she's still learning and developing. 1 think her effort that
she puts in every day is what
she bnngs to the team. She has
tremendous work ethic and desire."
Whitney has helped the
team since the early stages of
the season. She racked up two
RBIs in the third game of the
season in her first trip up to
bat.
"She's really competitive."
Josh said. "I'd have to say she's
better than I am.
"It's pretty special because
it doesn't happen that often
that a brother and sister get to
play Division-I ball at the same
place," Josh said.
Both deny that Josh influenced Whitney's decision to
come tii IMI
"I decided to play for JMU
because it's a good DivisionI program, and it's close to
home," Whitney said.
"Josh
didn't influence my decision

Large 1 topping pizza

If he did at all, it was because
he said he'd made such good
friends on the team."
They also refrain from giving each other advice.
"He's been playing long
enough that he knows when
he's doing something wrong,"
Whitney said.
Her brother, the 6'I, 205pound outfielder said, "She's
never needed advice from me.
If she does need advice, my
dad's there for that."
Playing sports during the
same season has been hard
because they rarely get to attend each other's games. While
Whitney is just beginning her
career at JMU, as a senior Josh
is wrapping his up.
"I don't think you can judge
Josh's career success on statistic*." McFarland said. "It's really his underlying tone and what
he brings to the team. He's very
valuable to this club."
Both teams will be at home
this weekend. Baseball kicks
off a three-game series against
Georgia State 3 p.m. Friday at
Mauck Stadium, while softball
opens a two-game series versus
Delaware noon Saturday at the
JMU Softball Complex.

TMBNBW
ROMANTIC
COMBPY" ABOUT A
•TUDiNT FILMMAKING
—
SOW TBBWBIY,
HOBBOty, R»AU.y
INCTSCBIBAeiV

AVAILABLE GAMES

wane

HRRRIS0I1BURG HIGH SCHOOL proudly presents
a STRntEV SLUHRTZ production of
a play written and directed by I

—*]

BEnifML nomission ss oo
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STRETCH: Baseball making tournament push DRAFT: Fans get ready
ST*ETCH,JTompa$cll

g.Vfl him .1 couple weekends to

Sean Casey (now playing with

Going Into Friday IMI has
to deal with two key injuries,
the first bein^ Kmhomon Otnter fielder Kellen Kullwki, who

j'.etlns groove hack before the
tournament."
Kulbacki leads the < AA In

the Plttaburgh Plrataa) In iws
and the most recent being faaOfl
Dubois of Virginia Commonwealth m 2000. Dubois is cur-

eight ofranaiva categories inducting thoae concamed with
tin' triple Grown:average(.480),
home runs (20) and RBtJ "
Kulbacki comes badt In time to
get the minimum number of atbata 10 uu.ilify, he would be the
fourth player m <. AA history to
win a conference Triple Crown.
i he othei three Baal Carolina's

hasn't played sina-April I8due
to a right strained obliijue
"He's day-to-dav," McFarland said. "It's the kind of injury you hear about in pro ball.
It can linger if you don't w.it. h
it.
"He could be back this
weekend and he'll be back lor
sure tor low son ,md that would

r.itWatkins in 1993, Richmond I

rently in the Cleveland Indians'
s\ sti'lll
Kulbacki is ,ii^o doaing in
on tlu' |ML reaaon barling average record, currently held by
Roger Lee (1974-78)' who hit
.462 in 1978.
"|Kulbacki | has one of the
Deal swings I'vi-ever seen." McFarland sard. "He makes all the

hitters around him better "
Travis Miller could abo be
on the shelf for )ML
I he |unior right-hander is battling
soreness is his right erbOW. I .i*-t
year, he was BdaHnad with
a shoulder injury. Miller was
pegged to start (lanw 3 Sunday
against the Panthers, but if IK1
can't go it will be redshirt nvshman right-hander Kurt Mouck.
Sophomon1 right-hander Ryan
Reid will go, in Came I and
senior left-hander Ciri'g Ncsbitt
will start Game 2.

DRAFT, fnmptm U
lx\ i CM *■•* i p. ipular?
One reason could be the fans'
attachment to collage foorbal and
the players thev have bean w,m h
ing. iver the List few v ears
'I think the populanty of the
cofieae grane has ■ lot to do with
it" Deary said. "Fans want to are
where'their guy' leaning toerV
Dube added, "Imagine what
it would be like if a JMU football
plaver was projected to go [in the
dr.ilt|. Ihat would draw a tew
more people\ .mention
While there m.iv not be a future Gar) Clark or Charles Haley
tor the Dukes m ihis draft, many of
the bigger ichoofa have a number
ofguya to wrack
Another NaOfl tor tin- growth
ot the draft is its abiBtj to stir up
drama.

WIN: Dukes defeat Colonials in Washington
WIN. from page U
recorded the RBI with a BJK-6) to
center held

atop SAchad Parker; who got uSe
foirtMKit at second base, I he potrnti.il ctoureTaplay throw to first
base was low in tin* dirt and not
in time, as Gamer beat the throw
wfth hustle and a head-first slid*'.
daaphe still recovering from a

JMU capped the Bearing and
reclaimed the lead in tin' top of
the eighth inning. The offense was
sparked once again by Sludrr, as

Bpnaned ankle.

he regtotered ■ ringtt to center
field and scored the go-ahead

Attieri followed right behind
MuoVr scoring an insurance nin
on the nod -it Kit Redshirt trvsli

run on Gmahrnan Brett Gamer's
pinch-hit game-v\innmg fielder's
choice with the bam loaded and
one out.

man ikwlrjiaarcl hitter Lee BujakowrJd go! tlie RBI with a ringh
up the middle.
Prrahman lafrhander lustin

Gamer
hit
a
boundng
grounder toward GWU abort1

IXI—I

Wwd improved to 2-0 with five
and 2/3 shutout innings after
entering the game in the third
inning. |umor nght-hander Clav
McKim earned his second save of
the season, relieving Wood in the
ninth inning
I he Dukes wen,* led by Cowgill, sophomore center fielder |oc
l-ike and senior third baseman
Nate Schill. Each had a pair ot
sinejes in the victory.

Who can torv-et the I'hil.ulel
phi,i EagRV lans booing Donovan

McNabbon draft day? All he did

Ryan leaf, taken nght after
Manning was one of the biggest
flope m NFL draft history and
shortly alter James was picked
Ru-kv Williams was selected. In
both ot those drafts, the Colts had
a tough time deciding on which
plaver to t.tke
Imagine how differently the
past a tuple of seasons would have
played out had tl>c Colts taken Leaf
over Manning and Williams over
fames.
"It's definitely an inexact science," Deary said. "But fans expect

W — Wood, L — l-ehman, S —
McKim

was lead that learn to tour rtnighl
■Ppaaranoai ui the NPC Championship y,.'ine and .in ..ppc.Mrnv
in Super Bowl XXXI\ 1 agl.-s tans

2B—(GW)MicktTShupin;(JML)
Matt Bnstow

prefcrred Rick) Williams, tin* I lea>
man
ln>phv -winning
running

Rea>rds: GWU (15-24), JMU (2718).

back out oi lexaa.On lueaday, the
Ml announced that after a fourth
Uled drug test. Williams would be
suspended far a. ye.ir

■round." ,
For all tU-*' [eaeonBj ami will
fit* k to their touches this weekend
i n In ipes that thra/ve landed the next
big name in pnifessional football.
Brian tiaitsat is a junior SMAD

Finally, the draft has aotren ao

maftwandmwtsnmmunKtthm mntor.

GWU 002000 000 — 28 3
JMU 010010020 — 490

■

■

ever) yew to be their year to nave

the draft that turns their franchise

IXi

P3E

.

Dan Pfau, Pat Lehman (41, l.ish
Wilkie (8) and Whitney WalUv;
Patrick Rilev. fuson Wood (3),
( larj MdClm(9)and MattSluder

big because of the uncertainty surrounding each pick.
"You never know who's going
to succeed." Deary said. "|Tom|
Brady was taken in the sixth round,
and I think his career has turned
out alright."
In 1998 and 1999, the IndianapolisC oltsselected Peyton Manning
and I'dgerrin lames, respectively.
I hare guyi have made up the cornerstone of the Colts' offense for
the past seven seasons

Do more this summer at NOW!

li'-T

The Perfect Summer Job for Students.

Busch Gardens and Water Country USA are now hiring tor the
2006 season It's the tun way to earn good pay. Apply now
while choice positions are still available
Rimh (hardens ha*
New higher wages tor 2008

C olna'v Operations
Park Operations
'.'■■ i i t ■■' Qpenfli n
o -...■:,:..

Special employee ncenlives.
• Free admission lo Busch

• Bapufty Ban DM
■ | ■■ i. -i ftaaj fj ■■! ■.. .1-,
■'.'■■■

Gardens and Waler Country
USA. Imagine all the alter
hours fun. all season long!

Franc* ***n*n RetourcM
M a^praaaeCaeaaMi
--^■^^^

I

IIA

•Ueguaraa

tood and admission tidats
Sports activities and alter
hours parties tor employees

z^-»w L

si i

• G '"-'> OpaM N
• Park Operations

Employee Paid Insurance
401K Program

* Get ahead in your studies

• MnthardiM Operate™
• &ouim»Cusljaai Services

• Tackle a tough course
• Explore a new subject

inb or weekend job seekers.
Yl/tRXef

J**J\SV ^^

match your skills to a tun job

—. X"rt//t*v/"a-/>

'^. works to. ^

(c^^wfkjf
USA

InlenienlKKirs

N^ MUIUB

Inters iew hour.:

.

-

.,-..

limoay - Fi«jty i.oocu tosooPM Saurtar* IOOOAM DJIV
PM. TaM art 24? B oK ol 144 Lot* tor t* Waw Cou*y USA »on
on tha ngnt A* Sacunty lo OVatl you to tha EnfAavmant Offica Birg
sJoamantt to verity your owiaty and ahcMXiry to MM* DIMUS
roc imnc inli.nM.itinn ol 757 22*-9 WO or \ittt n».>..bc» totw.com
**# Coura, Jl»A « »n *^*J ctpDorturav«V*H* v*l ****** i utt #c to}
•jwrWKa O?0C6 Bhaji Ef*aianwaMCorpoth»twn Alnpnraawa

TfWGHTAltfiKHYOFTHOUSANjS
■»&Trfr<fMjfiPtUA.K'

^

■ SnalowWattr Quanta

^GARDENS.

■

*

(Mi schedules... perfect for second

uono»y Fravawau nswPU SamnttnaooAUnnoon
Tehar^enipiovaeMranceiofluschGaidantoanouleSD AstiSacuntr
to drtd you to tw Employnvinl OBK*. Bong oocunenl* lo vrlryour
damay and MoMy lo «o« to •» U S
Fo. nuce infurmjlKMi call 7S7 253HUO.n n.il rwtarjah.iaaa
BMKII Oamana a » ecsaa (wous** wwnw v* twn t ** «^ *vg VM
.-■-.■■■

position* available in:

• Discounts on merchandise

f^ljCfj&\. So talk to us Our staff will help

'

Water Country USA h.n

Both park* have grcjt benefit* insluJin*:

Position* available in:
•
■
•
•

Advance your career
Enroll now! Classes start May 15 and June 27.
Save munry'. Virginia midentt pay only SSI. 98 n credit.

Northern Virginia Community College
www.nvcc.edu

703-323-3000

m<md OL? ¥OT2 (2©(Zfflr
Go to The Breeze
website to order
pictures from the
paper online!
King Photo will
print them out
and deliver them
to you!

mwwmmMm«(°m
Presenting MacBook Pro. 4x faster.
Wishes do come true.

c=

1

MacBook Pro is the first Mac notebook built on the powerful new Intel Core Duo
engine, the first to include a built-in iSight camera, and the first to feature Front Row
with Apple Remote - all elegantly engineered into a 1-inch silver. It's the notebook
you've been waiting for. offering the biggest performance leap in mobile Mac history.
For more information visit the JMU Bookstore on campus or call 540-568 3989 or online at www.jmu.edu/booksfore.

www.apple
©2006 Apple Compuler inc All eights reswved Apple. Moc. and P*ei»oo« are traoamartu ol Apple Compule" Inc registered m ttvs U S and ottsm rr. M—
IChot. iSighl. and MocBook ore trodemam ot Apple Computer inc Intel and Intel Core are irodemaiks or registered trademarks ol Intel ComnmHo^
or .Is subsidiaries in ihe Urvlod Slates and orler counties SPEC is o registwed nodemork ol me Standard Perlormance Evoluolion CorporationT|SPEcT
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YWfuture spouse is mm-

Special Student Rate*

Best Wishes!
James Myers for his upcoming
Tenor Senior Graduation Recital

2 Locations

MINI STORAGE

April 28, 2006 al Six o'clock in the evening

Private Storage Rooms

Anthony Seeger Auditorium
From His Friends at St. Stephen s UCC

24 7 Access

Secure
Facilities

433-1000

wmiimmf 4 ifUum fin "Tfautfmtm

roREiGn nrrniiu

Texa** Ho Id'em Tuesdayv
Open Mic Wednesdays
Xive Jazz. SatrvtrcCciys

•>/» I Hlmnq in BMWs bofan *N

Mike & Jon

EVERY Sunday morning...

Sales

"Create-your-own Beverage Bar"

95 South Main St.

540-337-3676
MTuWF 8-5
Saturday 10-4

The Perfect Cure For Your Saturday Hangover

Harrlionburq, VA IfBoi

540-442-9923
Buy one lunch buffet with a drink &
Open 11am - lam
7 days a week
m
mu.'t present this coupon"
Call for dclivtry: F+0"«8-9993

IMU

Dan & Karl
Sen
137-3686
Monday Fridaj

GET ONE FREE

108 Kerry Lane • Staunton. VA 24401 •www.foreignaffiurs.us
IIM d

MINI STOR IT U-STOR-IT

right the first time - (W /'/A II

www.thebreeze.org

SUMMER STORAGE

Catering to
Students and Faculty

U-STORE-IT
•U-LOCK-IT

1RINT
RtHT YOUR
YOUR OWN
OWN S10BA
STOWAGE SPACt

•U-KEEPTHEKEY

laMkl

Compare Rates and Facility
Fire Rated Buildings
24 Hour Security
Low Prices
Phone Answered 24 Hours
Office & Resident Manager

- Completely Fenced &
Well-Lit
- Close to JMU
- Climate Control
Units Available

It's all the convenience of
The Breeze, without the
messy paper work!

433-1234 I 433-STOR

190 E. Mosby Rd. Harrisonburg.
Qust off South Main Across from McDonalds)
THE

HONOR

SOCIETY

OF

PHI
KAPPA PHI
would like to congratulate
Seniors
Kimberly Joy Cardwell
Trinity Elizabeth Conrad
Erin Crowley
Catherine Garvey
Alison L. right
Lauren Elizabeth Kovank
Jennifer Nicole Love
Chnstopher Michael Mackenzie
Christopher I. McGough
John Adair Miller
Andria Christina Ortega
Scott Christopher Pettit
Mary Jane Wilson

Congratulations to winners of
awards from the national
organization:
Allison Abbot
Award for Excellence ($2000)
Meghan Patrick
Study Abroad grant ($1000)

its new inductees:

juniors

Meredith Leigh Andersen
Emily Ann Noonan
Kimberly Elizabeth Armstrong
Jessica A Norman
Jamie Christopher Artale
Katherine O'Dowd
Megan Renee Baskette
Jeffrey Gaspar Oravec
Amanda Lynn Black
Bethany N Pope
Dana Leigh Bobrowski
Gregory Charles Pnnce
Derek J Boyd
Mary Beth Proctor
Scott Nicholas Brody
Sarah Jessica Pulaski
Hali Victoria Chief
Jessica Kathryn Rasich
Laura Talbot Dageforde
Kristin Leigh Root
Alexander Ross
Donald Dale Davidson, Jr.
Steven M Doering
Melanie Chnstine Schaffer
Rebecca Lees Eschenroeder
Bridget Saulnier Schultz
Nicole Suzanne Fanning
Devan Sage Seidenberg
Asha Elizabeth Fleming
Michael Christopher Shockey
Amanda Gallagher
Andnana L. Shultz
Alexandra Dare Graham
Anne Katherine Sfilwell
Whitney L. Griffith
David M. Strickland
Emily Hailey
Karina Wing Si Tarn
Julia Kalherine Henry
Gregory James Thompson
Anne Elizabeth Jacoby
Candice Babette Tressler
Evelyn Lee Lucia
Lindsay Catherine Turner
Kara A. Makara
Jocelyn Kaye Tuttle
Meghan Theresa McCauley
Launell Lee Webb
Leigh M McCulloch
Stephanie N Wilson
Andrew Ryan Newton
Kevin W. Young

Backcountry Field Instructors
■ ■'-B?1—a^—g*<———^a^f^M^ ■

i

Alternative Youth Adventures (AYA) is dedicated to the service
of troubled youth and to be a catalyst for positive change in
their lives. AYA provides our students with an intensive eightweek primitive backcountry experience focused on life skills,
anger management, character education, impulse control,
community service and experiential education.
We operate year iround In Colorado offering full-time employment.
'—^w—a—a——a^—^^——
Instructor Position: Instructor teams consist of three to four instructors working an eight-day on six-day off rotation. While in the field, instructors are responsible for the physical and emotional safety of the students, experientially teaching curriculum and primitive skills, character education, role modeling, upholding
program standards and having fun.
Location: We are located in southwestern Colorado just north of the San Juan
Mountains. Under 2 hours from Telluride, Moab, Durango, and Crested Butte.
Qualifications: Age 21. Bachelor's degree. CPR/First Aid mandatory for all
employees. Experience working with youth. Good social, outdoor, life and teaching skills. Must possess a strong desire to serve others and a willingness to learn.
Salary: Training reimbursement. Field Instructor's annual salaries range from
$20,875 to 524,760. Paid vacations available at six months. Full medical, dental
and vision benefits after 90 days. Si ,000 bonus at 12 months.

To Apply: Please send cover letter, resume and two references to
Rob Omer (JMU '89) Executive Director
1236 N. Townsend, Montrose, CO 81401
Office 970.249.9316 ext.18
Fax 970-249-9318
Email: omer@ayacolorado.org
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Special Promotion For
Thim. April 20,
Sat., April 22,
Sun., April 23,
Tues. April 25 &
Sat., April 29

Rides
•
Games
•
Food

at Valley Mall (between Peebles & Target)
Weekdays
Opens @ 5pm
Weekends
Sat. @12pm

Today thru Sat., April 29
All Day Rides $18 or Purchase Individual Tickets

This is the
last issue of
The Breeze
till
Fall 06.

Its Official.

Ask about our paid SUMMER LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP and scholarship opportunities. Earn college credit while gaining marketable skills.
Visit the Army ROTC booth at the Internship Fair today. Or contact kiplinle@jmu.edu or 540-568-3633.

M

GASKINS I

search
group

The Permanent Placement Experts

Now Hiring
For Jobs ONLY in the Northern Virginia Suburbs of Washington, DC

We have Perm, Temp-to-Perm and Temporary positions for:
Customer Service w/ Secret Clearance
Customer Service Specialists
Administrative Assistants
Medical Insurance Billing
Accounts Payable Clerk
Executive Assistants
Security Processors
Payroll Assistants
Receptionists
Clerks
Please send your resume as a MS Word attachment, mention this Ad
& the first date you can work, to Results@TemporariesNow.com
Northern Virginia's Premier Permanent & Temporary Placement Experts
7700 Little River Turnpike, Suite 300, Annandale, VA 22003

We will
miss
you all

so much!
Have a
iantastic
summer!

See you
back in the
Fall!

■

A&E

Kelly Kisher. Editor
Jill Yaworski, Editor

breezearls®hntmailx'om

arts & entertainment
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A classic twist

Enjoyable
'Casanova'
merits respect
DVD contains features that
take a look into the movie's
production on location in Venice
■v

LISA RONEY

STAFF WRITLR

blood spills in the
Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre this week
as 'Oedipus Rex'
takes center stage

Senior Arianna Warner, who play* the part
of Joceata, and Junior Brandon Ferrero, who
play* Oedipus, perform on stage In "Oedipus
Rex," a re-vamped veralon of Sopoclea' classic play. The costumes and eat daslgn add to
the play'* tragic monologue.

AARON STEV-AKtlxmo, photowher

BY MONICA BOOKER
STAFF WRITER

Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex'' appears on the LatimerShaeffer Theatre stage this week. Professor Tom Arthur
directs the classic Greek play of a king who discovers
his inauspicious fate as it unfolds under the weight of
his kingdom. Despite its beautiful reconfiguration to late
19th-century Austria, this performance of "Oedipus Rex"
lacks a necessary rejuvenation of the familiar text, and
appears conventionally jaded.
This version of "Oedipus Rex" developed out of
Arthur's fall 2005 seminar in Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex"
where his students wrote their own version of the text.
With this process in mind, no new developments or plot
changes made it to the final cut of the script. It's just
Oedipus — and his parental issues, per usual.
Visually, professor Pam Johnson's articulate detail
to the bodice and gown costumes proved stunning.
Colorful jewel-toned gowns complimented the opulent
marbled columns of King Oedipus' palace.
James Lawlor Ill's set, dominated by the Greek
Parthenon-inspired columns, gave the actors limited
performance space. The actors could only move around
the columns in places where the audience could see
them at all times, leaving them few places for the five
or more bodies constantly on stage. These columns

became characters themselves, their towering omnipresence making all the other action on stage seem
trite compared to their girth. Though appropriate,
these phallic figures outweighed the show's only slight
Freudian undertones.
There was a constant pacing and re-arranging of
actors in the show, particularly in the chorus, making
the show dizzying to watch at times. Actors would say
something and then rotate. Although there was a particular urgency with the re-arranging of the actors, the
momentum loses its drive in act I due to the lack of new
developments on the stage.
Refreshingly, toward the show's end, senior Kristin
Long delivers an exciting monologue of the show's notoriously gruesome end. The enthusiasm of the climax lifts
the show out of its repetitive rearrangement of actors
and lines.
The show, however, carries with it an elegant fragility.
The lovely costumes and grandiose set give this show its
sense of tragedy. Everything in the story is beautiful and
yet so cold. Nothing new develops, fate drops in and
blood spills. In a way, it is ironic that in such rich surroundings there is a sense of bleak and sterile hopelessness.
"Oedipus Rex" performs in Duke Hall in the LatimerShaeffer auditorium through Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $6 with a JAC Card and $8 for general admission.

Music makers

Heath Ledger playing a charming seducer in
18th-century Europe makes (or one entertaining film.
"Casanova" is a big production filled with raunchy
comedy that probably will only be enjoyed by girls,
but is enjoyable nonetheless.
Along with the feature
£»•*'
film, the disc includes
Wg4•.
DVn three featurettes and one
■ •* .~)|
extended scene. The first
featurette,
"Creating an
Adventure" is a makingof special that spends 13
minutes going behind the
WHAT.
scenes of the film. The cast
Casanova
and crew spend the whole
time boasting about the
DIRECTOR:
fact that the entire film was
Lasse Hallstrom
shot on location in Venice.
However, there is a lot of inbetween-takes footage that
RELEASED:
shows the audience, cast
April 25.2006
and crew working together
when the cameras weren't
rolling.
"Dressing in Style," the second featurette, spends
five minutes looking at the lavish costumes of the
period film. A breakdown analysis of the major characters' clothing shows why everyone wore certain
pieces, colors and fittings.
The extended scene, "Hidden in Plain Sight" is a
lengthy five-and-a-half-minute sequence that is interesting to watch, but not very vital to the film's plot.
Featuring a hasty but cleverly attempted escape route,
it provides the audience with Ledger ("Brokeback
Mountain") and Sienna Miller's ("Alfie") first romantic involvement. Although entertaining, nothing was
lost from the message of the film without it.
The final featurette, "Visions of Venice," spends
three more minutes bragging about the wonders ot
shooting a film in Venice. It highlights some of the
city's finest attractions, and is really only useful to
a world history major or someone interested in the
traveling to Italy.
"Casanova" is a witty, sexy comedy that deserves
more recognition than it received in theaters. The
script is surprisingly clever, and banishes the idea that
H is simply a teen flick disguised as a penod piece
The DVD, while it includes more features than most
films of its genre do, lacks its high potential of being
as witty and entertaining as its film counterpart.

Book provides
women with
sexy tips, tricks
'How to be a Great Lover'
gives reading for pleasure a
whole new meaning for women
BY MEGHAN MARVILU
CONTRIBUTING WWTTRS

Lou Paget creates a sexual heaven where the
streets an? paved with condoms and the Astroglide
flows like wine in her book "How to be a Great
Lover" Her tips are sure to send any couple into
ecstasy.
The possibilities for furthering one's sexual
education seem endless, especially with chapter
titles like "Beyond the Bedroom," "To Lube or Not
^
to Lube, there is No Queshaw ]
tion," and "Blowing his ...

Mind!"
BOOK

EVAN DYSON//**> «*»»
Forreet Burtnette (left), Jason Pomar and Brian Chenault of the band Sun Domingo performed at the "Lait
Call" concert Monday night In the Festival Center. The show was sponsored by 321 Mutlc Entertainment.

Girls, pay attention to
page 104 (or a handy little
«)■
trick called the "Ode to
Brian." It's the most important thing you'll ever
WHAT:
(earn in college. Well, mayHow To Be A Great
be not, but it's pretty darn
Lover
close.
(A little warning
tor the guys: do NOT try
AUTHOR:
it yourself. The last guy to
Lou Paget
take a crack at it is still in
intensive care.) It requirea certain level ol hand-eye
coordination. Paget is a safety girl and will teach
you that safe sex can still be "dirrrty" with the "Italian Method" (the art ol putting on a condom sans
your hands). Check it out in chapter (our, "Safety
is Essensual."
Have you ever wondered about proper etiquette
alter a one-night stand? It's never OK not to kiss
someone afterward. Take a look in chapter three,
"The Art o( Kissing," where you'll learn that a "kiss
is never just a kiss," it is never wasted and can communicate any message. According to Paget. "II a picture is worth a thousand words, then a kiss is worth
a billion."
Don't have bme to read it cover to cover? Just flip
through lor a couple "Secrets from Lou's Archives,"
which includes little tidbits of quick information
sprinkled throughout the book.
From kisses and condoms to STDs and how to
avoid them, Paget gives a whole new meaning to
reading for pleasure. Whether you're looking to leam
or just yearning for something new to spice up a
Tuesday, "How to be a Great Uiver," has all you need
and more.
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Different Perspectives: A senior and a freshman contemplate the future
From 'Ninja Turtle'pajamas to a suit and tie, one JMU senior
hates the question 'what are you doing after you graduate?'

Baby-sitting counts as a 'resume builder,' right? A high-paying
job may not be as beneficial as doing something you love

■v EVAN ALLCOOD
COrvTWBUTING WR/Tf R

■v LAURA BECKER
U'VTR/Bl/TTNC WRITER

Do you smell that?
That's the smell of 3,000 bodies loaded with
potential, illogically donned in black, filing into
the football stadium to grab hold of a milestone
That's the smell of freshly cut grass mingled with
human sweat and the occasional case of mornim*
breath.
That other smell?
That's fear.
Graduation is so close you can practically feel
the program unfolding in your fingers, all glossy
and smooth and informative. 'There it is in black
and white," you'll say, pointing to your name. "I'm
officially terrified."
Of course, if you're anything like me, you've
been terrified for months — you just won't receive
the certificate of authentidty until May 6.
Also, if you're anything like me, your mom has
been sending you daily job postings off Craigslist
— things you'd be great at! — for the past year-and
-a-half. Likewise, your dad and your professor and
every other respected elder in your life has been

beating you senseless with the idea of graduate
school; not just graduate school, but graduate school
immediately. The way they talk, you'd think the opportunity was going to sprout limbs, flip vim the
bird and run away. Choose your destiny
— if s this fall or never!
(I'm leaning toward never.)
Like me or
not
I'm
sure
you've heard The
Question. You know the
one. You've heard it a hundred
times this nmMta' and you've
grown to loathe it. You've even
gotten to the point where you can
see it coming, much the wa> Spider-Man's
spidey sense alerts him of imminent danger.
L nlike Spider-Man, though, you can't pummel
your enemies or cover their eyes with webbing, for
your enemies are family friends, and you lack superpowers.
"What are you doing after you graduate?" they

%*yle$ <P&y $f>%

see PEAK, page 78

'April Specials
* 10 Tim Sessions

Full Service Salion

e/Pedicure

(15.00
(}0.oo

www.tanglesdayspa.netfirms.com

Waflt-Qns WeCcome
432-5544
Located above Dairy Queen
810 Port Republic Rd. Suite M
Harrisonburg VA 22801

■k JWu wraps St scrubs (50.00
•'Petite Taciai
(25.00
* 'Bikini wax
(20 00
ulTwfili w/lUUWtl
We do "Sraziuian wax
starting @ (35.00
Qood through 'April jor/i

What are you doing

this summer
Take a class at
Marymount!
Gel ahead or
catch up on college credits,
and still have time for summer fun

I was sitting in the car with my friend and
neighbor Sarah Peterson, a senior who will
graduate in less than two weeks. She
told me about all the weddings
she will be attending
this summer and
how she is excited
for the future.
She is going to
miss Harrisonburg, her
roommates and the Thursday
night game nights she invented for her and her friends. She
hopes to use the knowledge
she gained as a communication studies major combined
with her interest in graphic
design in her future career.
I'm 19. I want to be a writer. I want
to live in Washington, D.C., New York City
and Europe. I want to work for the Washington
Post Magazine someday. I want to have a study

with floor-to-ceiling bookshelves stuffed with
the classics.
Listening to Sarah reminisce about her experiences at JMU only confirms my belief that
the day I throw my cap into the air may be
closer than 1 think. She made me aware oi the
fact that many of the decisions I make now
may affect my future, even decisions like how
to spend my summer.
A friend of my family often offers neighborhood teenagers a secretarial position at his office
in IK. for the summer. It is a high-paving job
that would require long hours and a costly commute. 1 was tempted to take this |ob which WM
filled with great money, steady hours and expet
nence that would look great on my resume\
However, something was holding me back.
For the past four summers, 1 have regularlv
baby-sat for the past four summers for a couple
of different families. I knew taking the secretary
position would mean giving up building toris.
creating Play-Doh dolls and watching "Dora the
Explorer" all summer.
set SUMMER, page 18

Harrisonburg 0B/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry VVhmen, MO M. Catherine Slusher, MD Lowe E. Nelson III, MO
Michael J BottlceS, MD Maribeth P. Loynes. MD
Sherry I MongoM. FNP Catneme E Rrttenhouse. FNP

Now Accepting Appointments
Local (540) 434-3831
To! Free (800) 545-3348

iMonday-Friday 8:30-5 00

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF

Jiffy Lube Signature Service8 Oil Change
(with JAC card)
Brmg in Ihis coupon and g«t $5 » oil your next o4 change at your nearest participating Jiffy Lube '
Come in every 3.000 mites for a Jlity Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
This coupon it only rwoeemaofe at th* JMy iub. at 1870 East MenVer Sf. Ha/ntonbwg. VA.

Complete a core requirement.

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change

' iVo appointment necessary

Take advantage of small classes
Gel in lhal one course that's always full
or cancelled at your school.

$29.99

1

' FREE top oft on your way norm

leSS S5J)Q_(wHhJACcard)

' National database keeps a
nrjftyy of your Jttty Lube serWce

$24.99

Enjoy a really interesting class.
veFEAK,pagil8

see SUMMER, page 18

l»*0l vahd w*h other orWs JHty Lube and Jiffy Lube Signature
Service' ara registered trademarks of Jiffy lube international, inc
"3PUS Products Ail rights reserved

Register now!
(800) 548 7638
www.marymounl.adu/fummcr

MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
Arlington. Virginia

aj*
The Well-Oiled Machine

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

PENNZOIL

(540) 433-8599
Not hist oH. Pin-roil.

SAT APRIL
FESTIVAL
S3UI/JRC $6ui/o
DOII'T HAVE CRSH?
USE FLEX!
quBdkms? I«»m[fuyimixlu

Jotmrfcana ny^ny
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FEAR: Graduating senior considers the wide-open future
/ / \K from r-i\'*-1?
ask. nonchalantly tightening the viot on dthti side
ol yourhtod. You appear lobe smiling m rtaponat,
but really it i mure t»t ,i tooth) grimace
\k-w can peopte ask such a loaded questtofi with
s<> much levity? HuVrv easentiall} MUM what
you're going t«> il«> with your life, hut they .i^k it In
the same bone as it they were wondering what's un
tnii weekend "Oh. nut much, just grappling with
n^uuidailnd>penderKe. Laying trw groundwork roc
mj ruture, trying to build a Ura Ybu?"
lour hands might dcl\ vour hrain's OfdetS to
throttle these inquirers, but the pressure is getting
to you, for sun. it's just revealing Itseil slowly and
with subtlety. I .ist week, rwinstance, I conditioned
before I shampooed. A few daysago,' put two top
buns on one chicken patt\ .md two bottoms on the
other. I was baffled.
It only senility was socially acceptable at 21.
I ook at that poor man wandering around in his

cap and gown," they'd say. shaking their heads
He looks so lostf
The other day one of my professors comii-.il K rv
phrased The Question in tlie rorm of. "What do you
want to be when you grow up?" It was a nice gesture,
and funny, but it would' ve been a lot runnier if I hadn't
bean wearing a "Ntnfs luruas" backpack at UH> tune.
And all semester
That made me realize, though, part of (he reason graduation is st> scan We heard that question
— What do you want to be when you grow up?
— with such frequency during our childhoods
that it virtually lost all meaning. MosI of us just
said the first absurd thing that popped into our
urtronautl *>r "rnncasel" or Tov-maker!" (That last one was mine.) We never considered what sort of qualifications an astronaut or
princess might need to make it in his or her field.
Fields wen* things we ran through — not things
we trained for, entered and ascended in.

Now when people ask us what we want to be
when we grow up. they're not saying the "when
you grow up" part. They're only asking us what
we want to be. and that scares us
We're all grown up. or something close to
it. and I'm not sure any of us expected that it
would happen this fast It's fitting that our senior movie at Crafton is "Swingers." if only for
the late-night diner scene near the end. I feel
like Jon Favreau in that scene: It's four o'clock
in the morning, some drunk guy is telling me
I'm all grown up, and I'm about to get kicked
out of a major establishment
Nonetheless, some of us are readv for it. Some
of us have jobs lined up, numbers jotted down, a
room to rent and a broom to hop. Others, mvself
included, have a three-step plan that's as enticing
as it is vague: Save up money, move someplace
new and see what happens.
"Baby steps" isn't the right phrase, but it's the

The 2nd Annual

SUMMER: Freshman
ponders work options

JAMES ^JCHONE
antique

first phrase that comes to mind.
I'm not trying to be some champion of indecision,
to stage some rallying cry around fear and uncertainty. All I'm trying to say is that fear and uncertaint\
— at this stage in our lives — are well-founded, normal and, for lack of a better word, OK.
If you've made it this far, that means you're
armed with an eighth-grade reading level (at least!)
and a sense of humor. Throw in a college degree
and let's face it — you're probably going to be rich.
OK, you might not be rich, but you are going
to be fine. I mean it. I've got a good feeling about
you, reader.
If you find yourself freaking out on Mav 6,
here's what you do: find a reflection, realize how
ridiculous you look and laugh. Then launch that
silly hat into the sky with the zealous abandon of
someone who realizes that right now, at this von
moment, the future is more wideopen than it's ever
been before and may ever be again.

jewelry

SUMMER, from pagr V

How Many People Would You Hook Up With
For $300 Contest?
Will be held TOMORROW April 28th at 2 p.m. on the Quad
Grab your friends & T-Shirts for your CASH
Need a T-Shirt? Visit us Downtown (a, 75 Court Square next to Bank of America
v\ ww.mchonejewelry.com

I love kids, and I wasn't sure if I was ready to give that up for
a job answering phones and filing papers. However, the money
I made baby-sitting could not even compare to the amount I
would be receiving with the job in D.C. With my goal to be able
to afford the cost of studying abroad while in college, I knew I
needed to make some serious money this summer.
In the end, I decided to forgo the opportunity to gain work experience and a resumtf booster for a job that I love. I have a few more
summers left before I enter the working world to hold internships
and to build up my resumc\ My decision made, I felt great knowing
that this is my summer to enjoy the kids and boost my bank account
for the upcoming college expenditures that are sure to arise.
I wonder how I will feel when I am in Sarah's position, getting
ready to end my life at JMU and begin a life as a career woman. I
wonder if I will have gone on that study-abroad trip, received summer internships and have boosted my resumed 1 wonder if 1 will
graduate satisfied, knowing that I made the most of the time I spent
at JMU. My hope is that all who graduate now may have found that
satisfaction, and that you find happiness in the life ahead.

CREATING A NATIONAL
MODEL OF ENGAGED
LEARNING IN LEGAL
EDUCATION
■ Emphases on total student
development exceptional
legal knowledge and
skills, leadership and
civic involvement, and
international study

ELON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

i Learning experiences in the
area's leading law firms, federal
and state courts, businesses,
government agencies and
nonprofit organizations

Opening in Greensboro - August 2006

I Home of the North
Carolina Business Court.
which handles business
litigation in the school's
courtroom and facilities

Now accepting applications for the charter class.
Web site: la w.elon.edu
for complete information and online application

i Partner with the American
Judicature Society's
Institute of Forensic
Science and Public Policy, a
new national organization
located near the law school

Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu

DINNER*
*Ju* kxMng MvtrhM Mti tt* Bwt»
540.5M.6127

GET YOUR FREE PK, TIHRT!"

Time To Say Goodbye
o Your Old Friend?
COME IN AND 4ET A CLUB CARD.
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEALS
AND GET A FREE PIC T SHIRT!
WHRJ IUP»IBM LAST

Graduation...
Congratulations!!!
Celebrate with your graduate.
Give them a unique and
timeless gift that benefits
artisans around the world!

JR*4«'ft«*
FAIRLY TRADED HANDICRAFTS

Part of

Donate it to Goodwill. Call 540.432.9600
or visit www.goodwillvalleys.com

Goodw

Industries J

of

the

Valley s^x^

Give your car, boat or "old friend" to Goodwill. We'll turn it into jobs in our community.
Your donation may be tax deductible for the amount sold at auction.

Gift & Thrift Inc.
Mt. Clinton Pike
Harrisonburg
540.433.4880
Open Mon-Sat
9:30-5:00

CLASSIFIED
Send email to martini,! <i mm
: call Kclle> at (757) 377-3539

FOR RENT
BKACH COTTAOE Spend A Summer in
OBX! $400/month call Nitk 252-573-

FOR SALE

WJ

IOWNHOUM
'
bedroom,
hind
half hathv furnished large roorm and
large deck mi * icwdr near ftardecs
available August 20 (540) 433-2221
LUXURY TOWNHOMI KlK KIM
NEW 3 slory 3 bedroom 4 llalhroom
Luxury lownhowc in Beacon Hill 2
KoomsAvailableS300a Month1! 1 Decks.
Washer Dryer, (iarage VERY CLIJUN.
May lo Ma> lease' (240) 40*Mlr>0
TOWNHOUSI I OR RENT (& Hunter's
Ridge 4 Bedrooms. Washer and dryer.
Spa Walking distance to JMUS250.00 a
month per person utilities not included
Call 4540>298-27l6 or (540) -8102191 Seculil\ dcr-mit & first month rent
required
MOVINU1 IVIMi OFI CAMP1 IfOo
to web.jmu.edu/itcllisling.shtni. JMI 1
official site for off-campus housing,
roommates, and furniture.
Great for
advertising sublets, rentals (434) 8170721
LAMM I BEDR<K)M AI'ARIMINI
(ireat locaiion. jlmost new. washer/dryer,
di^hssi^lnrr. no not.. $535. (5401 4331569
LAROG
ONI
BtDROOM
APARIMI.M. Close to campus, good
condition. AC, available H/06. No pets.
$410.(540)433-1569
SUMMER SUBLEASE! Mas-August
I
hcdroimv'prisjtd
hath/kitchen in
Southview (Rent very
negotiable)
I Uiliiics included and free cthcrnct/caNc/
phone. 3 min. drive to campus and across
from bus stop Call Mike (540) 908-0204
iniilijckihodcM' gmail.com
I )oublc-widc trailer. 2 bedrooms. 2 haths.
8 miles from JMI' on horse farm No
dogs Rent from Aug to Ma> $400/mo
includes utilities 234-9781 (540) 4215994
TOWNHOMI-: FOR REN I Koxhill
Townhomc 4 bedrooms. 2 baths. $325
per room. $1300 total contact at (X04)
304-0305 or grinneccrajmucdu. (804)
304-0305

1994 Eord-hscortLX.
5-spd. spoiler. A/C. FM-CD
Asking$l200 (540)433-5112

Gem.

W" FLAT SCREEN CRT IV Panasonic
CT36SLI3, $500. 2 year Circuit City
warranty, contact Liz (540) 560-1339.
2 COUCHES
FOR
SAI I
with
black
slip
covers
and
coffee
table
$250
Email
for
pictures
hillonktWujmucdu
C03)
402-273

HELP WANTED!
'HAKI ENDING! $250/day potential
No
experience
necessary. Training
provided. (800)965-6520 Exf2l2
WE PAY UP lO $75 per survey www.
GctPaidToThink com
SOFTWARE
SUPPORT
AND
I RAINING
Charlottcsville.
VA.
company
seeks
highly
motivated
individual to support clients using
medical
software
Knowledge
of
computers
required
and
training,
teaching,
or
coaching
experience
preferred Medical and 401K included
I mail resume to resumesra hcalthdat
aservices.com. No summer positions
available

THE BREEZE

III \ Ml RO"1 I ileguards wanted for
swimming pools in Maryland. IK' and
Virginia
Responsibilities include the
safety and maintenance of pool area
I MM timely opening and closing of
pool ra MQMASI to loboMod boon
of operation. Provide emergency MR loM
as needed Maintain cleanliness and
proper presentation of pool area Please
apply online at www centurypool.com
Lifeguards/Supcn bjon
Needed in Northern Virginia Area
Pay based on experience
VW..No train.
Call Virginia Pool Management a
888-378-2105 for more information

I-

JOB IN SAILS FOR GRAD Selfmotivated outside salesperson wanted
for local distributor
Must live in
llanisonburg area.
Starting at $24K
w/potential tocarn$75K. Send resume/
letter to P O Bon 12726 Roanoke. VA
24028(540)343-5756
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT as cashier
ai Chinese Restaurant in NOVA
room and board and meals included
full/part time, very flexible, good
p.i> Contact I ll| 703-716-4331 or
lingaaofn yahoo.com
CIIII.UCARE
NEEDED
In-home
summer childcare l7:10a-530p) for
young children (8m - 6yr)
Please
call 810-5625 or 435-1747 and leave
message. $K'hr
Dog sitter needed in ll-hurg area Must he responsible and good with
animals Please call 540-820-7575.

SHENANIK)AHRI\I KOI III I IIIR3
is hiring for May to Sept. come work
with us on the river. Good driving
record, outgoing, energetic, able lo work
weekends, full/part time. 800-6canoe2

UNIVERSITY OUTPOST BuyBoefc
Season is here I nnking for temporary
help Stop by the store for details

I ive this summer at the Beach and work
with fclcscope Pictures/Sunrays Studio
in Ocean City. MD/Virginia Beach,
VA Earn up to $10.00000 Homing It
AvtUlMl
For more information visit our websiteand
APPLY ON-LINE www sunruyssludio
com or call I 724 322 1151 E <> I

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Looking
for Summer Work'' Adecco is hiring
for 20 open positions in the H'burg
area Pay is $11 I l/hr. Hours are MF. 7:30-4 30. General labor, requites
up to 50 pounds of consistent lifting
Background check required
CALL
TODAY' 540-434-2342 or Come by
our Office in llarrisonhurg and fill out
an application I Of

BXCEI I INI
OPPORTUNITY
(iraduating Senior Couple lo live in and
work at local business Man may have
other employment
Must have good
computer, sales, and telephone -.kills
May start part lime immediately (540)
433-1234

MAY/SUMMER SUBLEASE
Need
a place to live for May semester or
1
1
summer'
Sublease from me
Room
MlMh in Campus rondovamei of

BUSINESS OR MARKFIINli MAJOR
to work at local business on Fridays

Main SI. and Port Republic. 8 mm walk
to campus Bus slop asailablc. Rent

(540(433-1234

"nd Saturdays and lull lime in summer
CaM

'"^'»

4
4
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BABYSII M MMI KNOR1IIIRNVA
Babysit 15-20 hours a week in afternoon
for summer in Arlington (near Fairfax,
PtUl Church) Kindcrgarlen-agc child
Near metro acujimmyto yahoo o>n> ai
(703)598-«829
Downtown Athletic StOfl
Retail Sales Associate
Downtown
Athletic
is
seeking
outgoing, energetic persons with great
customer service skills for F T/PT Retail
Sales Associates at our llarrisonhurg
Store
Previous retail experience
helpful, knowledge of sporting goods
preferred
Apply in person at 600II University Blvd. or by e-mail lo
MM/dovwitownathlcik com
Include
resume and wage requirements EOE
CHII IX ARE NEEDED JMU Alums
need part-time chilcare for infant in
Potomac Falls/Sterling, VA Perfect for
student taking summer classes Must
have references
Contact us at 703421-8701 or kundgblacku holnuil
com

WANTED

Lost & Found
FOUND
(AI
Yellow
longhaired male cat found on Devon
Lane wilh catheter in leg
(all

SERVICES
( ii I
Cradle
540-438-5222
WHY
HAUL
STUFF
III iMI
SI OKI II sue and secure mini/ielr
STORACiK elose lo campus Various
sizes, month by month contracts.
JMU special discounts* Visit mm
JMU. UoStowAvvay.com or call 540442SIIIV.

0RADUATI0N
CHILDCARE Looking for responsible
female to provide in-home care of 4 5
y car old girl during daytime hours (8.30
lo 5.30). Flexible two to three days per
WOOh starting June I through August.
Could lead to half days in Sept Some
light housekeeping Must h.iv,- reliable
transportion (540) 271-4006
SMALL SI ERLING.VA Based freight
loruarder looking lor a customer
MtviM assistant Poislivc friendly 0M)
going and hard working Knowledge of
export/import a plus, very competitive
pay.
Will train the right person 20 lo 25
llfvwcek Email: pattdepartru yahoo
com
feE703-430-LUSO

ACCOMMODATIONS.
Hcd and breakfast, double room wilh
balh in prisale home close to campus
$60 per night
540-434-7152
MOVINO? Donate your stuff lo
ml
I KM II & rRUK non-profit
thrift
shop.
hOO-H
UnlvMlHy,
442-7250
15401
442-7250

|

TRAVEL

|

NAGS HEAD 4-MON1H Student
Summer Rentals, seahrce/erealty
con 1252) 255-6328

fISH AI f»DS
L0V& THE BREEZE
(because we bow there are
plenty of fish in the sea, but
we're glad you picked us)
i

Unique Nails
540.442.8883

ARE YOU HANDY ' Need some extra
lavli' Painting. Outdoor Work, some
experience ncssessary
Call (540)
421-7447(540)421-7447

-V" ^

Manicure & Padicure

•^ >

$28

•
RB0AI CINEMAS HARRISONBURG
14 Now Miring Enthusiastic PoftOH
to fill I I I' I positions in fun. exciting
environment.
Flexible scheduling,
benefits, day/evening shifts Apply in
person Monday - Thursday

843 Naff Ave
(B^vkvd vtfay Ma*]

/^^ Gift Certificates St Group SpecuUs urtUltubU., c*il for tUtmtis.

w/ Whirlpool Tub
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Full Set
$20

The Largest Nails Selon in Town
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REMEMBER

Nl I IH I) Nl I IH l> six 4 bedroom
apartments to sublet from May
28 to August 8.
Contact Bob
Wcase IW) 434-5919 (II) 4330092 HURRY CALL US NOW
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Questions? Call The Bluestone at x86541or email jmu_bluestoneCo.yahoo.com
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Get top dollar
for your books!

•ollettx.com
bookstore network

UNIVERSITY.

BOOKSTORE
www.jmu*bkjtr.com • (540)568 6121

•Current market value applies.
See (tore for details.
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Interviewing tips help grads land jobs
Preparation is the key to having a successful job interview
•v RACHANA DIXII
SCMDR WRITE*
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Jill Yaworski
Matthew Stoss
Caite White
Evan Dyson
Lauren Pack
lenessa Kildall
Alicia Stetzer
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Editor in Chief
Managing Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Copy Editor
Copy Editor

In less than a Wttk, seniors will be embarking on a
new phase in their lives, leaving the university that provided them with a degree and applying those skills to. as
ihev say, "the real world."
But, between the job searching and the signing of the
pi* i of paper that says they have received that coveted
position, '"*•* 's an essential element in between — the
interview
Yes, the interview. Some breeze through them with
incredible ease, and some are not as fortunate. Regardless
of that, though, .1 few simple things will allow almost
■nyom to have a suuesstul one, and put them that much
»loser to where they want to be.
"A lot o( it is iust going in prepared," said academic
and career adviser Chris Campbell, highlighting tinimportance of researching the company and practicing
he tore the actual interaction "Vui don t get up out of

bed every day and talk about yourself tor eight hours,"
Campbell said.
Vmor Joanna Kckenrode interviewed with a behavioral health management company earlier this month,
hoping to apply her anthropology major and biology
minor to obesity research that has a larger focus than diet
and exercise. Before the interview, Eckenrode said, she
researched the company to make sure her career goals
aligned with the company's goals.
"1 wanted to put myself in a position that made me
look g(x>d cm grad school applications, and the goals of
the company wen* aligned with the health goals I had in
mind," she said.
Campbell has also had his share of job interviews,
some g«x>d, and Mime not so good. After getting his
UHuWglidlMli degree in political science, he said he
w.is kind ot m .i limbo area," since he didn't know
whether he wanted to go to grad school or get a job.

WTEMVtBW,fmm7

Join us for Angus Steaks, Maryland Crabcakes,
Pasta, Grilled Sandwiches, Stacked Salads,
fresh Boston Chowder & Homemade Desserts.
And join the fun nightly at our magnificent Oak Bar.

Catch the Spirit of Old Boston!

(Ijtcii 11 * in. I)*il>
HiMim RMUMT*" Rc-Mnurinl
MIJU* InililCaruS
I cinch
It25 t It Mnrki-I Mrwt
Casual Amir.
« l>inn«
ll.i11...11I.111 a. \ A 22K0I
ltmnr:i540>4.U-lll7l • Ita VNHDMB

„

D

Boston Beanery
■ u *v r
HIM .IIK1M
A. H1IKV

*

Buy 1 Lunch or Dinner

wmiSoftDmik

& Receive 1/2 OFF

item of equal or lesser value on your next visit.
Not i.ilkl with Mn ntlicr CMSM or pnminiioiul item
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Senior prepares for the future
Graduate reflects on college experience as year ends
■Y MEGHAN MARVIUE

COXTRIBUT1NG WKtTt*

"I wish I could go back to college*
is my favorite song from the Broadway
musical "Avenue Q." "We could be silting in a computer lab, 4 a.m.. before the
final p.iper is dui\ cursing the * orld 'cuz
I didn't start sooner and seeing the rest
of the class there too." Give or take a few
nights like that, I'd have to say that my
(ML' experience has been the best eight
years of my life.
After my freshman year I took some
time off I just wasn't ready. I moved
out of my parents' house, got a fob, a car,
my own insurance ... a real, live taste of
the "real world." Needless to say, I came
screaming back three years later with a
much clearer vision for my college career
and my future.
In 2002, I went to what would have
been my own graduation. Coming back
was one of the hardest things I have ever
done, but it is easilv the best and most important decision I nave ever made. I"here
is something to be said about the second
time around, and I wouldn't trade this
time for anything.
The two most important things thai
I have learned in my time here did not
always take place in the classroom. The
first was to recogni/e and truly learn

from my mistakes. That didn't always
keep me from making them, but it certainly serves as an awesome life lesson.
The second is to keep things simple. No
matter how complicated a math test, of .1
dispute with a roommate over whose vogurt got eaten, maybe every problem can
be broken down into something simpler
and more easily solved.
College is a unique experience. In the
military when your time is done, you
have to take a class on how to become
a civilian again. College graduates don't
get that. We're staring at the next step,
and it's culture shock. Instead of worrying about things like, "What do you
mean that paper's due tomorrow? Howmany pages is it supposed to be?" or
what to wear to Highlawn, we will soon
be faced with what job to chose, where
to settle down, who to settle down with
and "What do you mean no more student discounts?"
We've transitioned from kids to
adults. We're old enough to buy alcohol,
buy houses and some of us are even old
enough to rent cars without an extra fee.
As highschool seniors we were on top of
the world, as college freshmen we were
back on the bottom again, well maybe
even a little lower than that. We had to
go back to walking to school, uphill, both
ways. Those of us who are here today have

| www.thehreeze.org \ THURSDAY, APRIL 27.20061 3

Money doesn't grow on trees

EVAN DYSON/ photo titaor

Learn everything you've ever wanted to know about selling back your textbooks at the JMU bookstore online, jmu.edu/bookston.

clawed our way back to the top once more,
only to have the cycle repeat itself. I'm not
sure which is better or worse, "freshman"
or "entry-level position." One thing I did
not learn in college is how to make coffee.
Thank God for Starbucks.
At the risk of sounding trite, today
is the first day of the rest of our lives.
Every day is the first day of the rest of

vour life. Life doesn't start after you get
back from your graduation vacation, it
doesn't start when you move out of your
parents' house, buy your first house or
finally land that "perfect" job. It doesn't
start in 2.3 kids and it doesn't start in 10
pounds. It starts now.

w FUTURE, page 7

GtfZMAJVS
Restaurant & Night Club
Enchiladas
Chile Rellenos
Great SEAFOOD:
Shrimp, Crablegs & Fish
Cakes, Desserts & Fruits
UMCH BUEEirr EVERYDAY
10 am - 4 pm
Monday - Thursday $6.99
Friday, Saturday & Sunday $8.99
Amazing regular menu! 4pm - 9pm EVERYDAY

RESTAURANTS
V CANTXNA
There are hundreds of
great reasons to visit
historic & beautiful
downtown Staunton...
most of them hang out
atBajaBean.
♦
♦
•
•

Great food & prices!
Live music on Sunday!
Charming people!
NEVER a frat party!

I |VE MI'S'* Thursday, Friday & Saturday

5404321094
928 West Market St. off of 33 W.

Celebrating Our 20th Year

1986-2006
(*
•JUIMISW.

Great Selection ol bikes and
accessories!
Over 250 Bikes in stock for
all types of ridingl
WE WILL HELP YOU TO
ENJOY THE RIDE!
Minute* from JMU -South on 42

9 W. HKVKIII.KY STREET
STADNTON. fA 24401
S40 88S llilllll

(Sootn High Stioell
t mile past Super Wal-Mart ■ right on Mar Street
iflji-"ess 42) 2nd piece on fte Iplt

**w molehillbikes com
879-2011
800-MOLEHIL
440 N Main St
Dayton
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Graduation
2006
College of Rrts and Letters
Humanities & Social Sciences
-Rnlhropoiogy
-English
-History
-Interdisciplinary Social Science
-International Affairs
-Modern Foreign Language
-Philosophy and Religion
-Political Science
-Public Rdministration

-Sociology

College of Rrts and Letters
-Communication Studies
-Media Rrts and Design
-Technical and Scientific
Communication

College of Science and Mathematics
First Ceremony
-Chemistry
-Mathematics
-Physics
-Statistics
Second Ceremony
-Biology
-Geology
I miironmciit.il Science

College of Integrated
Science and Technology
-Dietetics
-Health Sciences
-Psychology
-Social Work

College of Business
-Recounting
-Computer Information Systems
-Economics
-Finance
-Hospitality and Tourism Management
-International Business
-Management
-Marketing
-Operations Management
-Quantitative Finance
Convocation Center 11:30 a.m.

College of Uisual & Performing Arts
Festival Center latvn 11:38 a.m.
-Rrt
-Art History

DJilson Hall Auditorium
First Ceremony- 11:15 a.m.
Second Ceremony- 12:30 a.m.

College of Education
-Graduate Programs
-Bachelor of Individualized Study
-Business and Marketing/Secondary Education
-IDLS - Early Childhood Education
-I0LS - Middle School Education
-Speciaf Education
I Godwin Hall 11:15 a.m.

Main Ceremony
8:30 a.m.
Saturday, May 6, 2806
Bridgeforth Stadium

Communications

Hillside Field 11:15 a.m.
J

unison Quad 11:15 a.m.

Class of 2006 Graduation Guide

-Music
-Theatre and Dance

1

Duke Sculpture Garden 11:15 a.m.

College of Integrated Science and Technologg
-Communication Sciences and Disorders
-Computer Science
-ISRT
-Kinesiology C- Recreation Studies
-Nursing
Bridgeforth Stadium 11:38 a.m.

Class of 2006 Graduation Guide
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Communications
Hillside Field

Health Sciences, Psychology and Social Work
Festival Center Lawn

Humanities & Social Science
Wilson Quad

Communication Sciences and Disorders, Computer Science,
ISAT, Kinesiology & Recreation Studies and Nursing
Bridgeforth Stadium

College of Business
Convocation Center (indoors)

College of Science & Mathematics
Wilson Hall

Parking
College of Education
Godwin Hall (indoors)

College of Visual & Performing Arts
Duke Sculpture Garden
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You have a few ({ays (eft...

Things to do before you
#

GRADUATE

Class of 2006 Graduation Guide

Seniors reveal their
favorite JMU memories
From pranks to blizzards, graduates will never forget their time here
■Y MEGHAN PATRICK

I

I

Strip down and streak the
Quad, but we promise not to
put your name in The Breeze
Travel down the country
roads to Blue Hole and take
a jump

|

Swim across Newman Lake

a

Get checked out at the
Health Center after swimming across Newman Lake

a

Take your special someone
to the Kissing Rock on the
Quad for a makeout session

a

Play detective and find the
tunnels under the Bluestone
buildings

]

Find your way into the
Wilson Hall cupola

]

Write for 71K- Breeze

I—I Get grilled cheese at D-hall
'—' one last time on Thursday
□ Climb the rock wall at
UREC
Take a drive down Skyline
Drive
1 Sing karaoke at The Pub
and be reminded why you
would never make it on
American Idol
—

Take a picture with the James
Madison statue — naked

oifnuRHMG twrm

On May 6 thoy will hold their diplomas
in lhi-ir hands, mow -heir habj In the air
and look hack over the past tour \ ears or
maybe longer for some — at the memories
they've created
For senior Leah Baugh, her favorite
JMU memory dates back to freshman year.
"My friend Joanna and I decided to pull a prank on my roommate
Sarah, who worked the late-night shift
at lakeside Express on Friday nights,"
said Baugh. "One night when she was
gone, we decided to entirely twitch
around the room."
Baugh took everything — posters,
computers, clothes in the dressers, stickers
on the closets, bed sheets and the contents
of both of their desks and swapped it all
so it was completely the same, but mirrored on the opposite side. Baugh and her
friend got the assistance of five other girls
in the nail to loin the fun and help move
everything. They added a final touch to
the prank by bringing Joanna's bed and
bunking it on Sarah's.
"When Sarah came back in she looked
scared out of her mind. We were all |ust
sitting on the bed, cracking up and cry-

ing," Baugh said. "We ended up keeping Joanna's bed there, and she became
our third roommate until the end of the
sfiiu'ster."
Alumni weekend 2005 is the source
of one of senior Aaron Reillv's favorite
memories.
Reilly was at Forest Hills early in
the morning with a bunch of friends
when he found an abandoned grill
nearby.
He waited about an hour for the
owner of the grill to return, but when
no one did, Reilly went over to check
it out. "The grill was lit and ready
and there was burger meat, buns and
all the fixings set out," Reilly said.
"They were going to go bad, so I
started cooking."
For two hours Reilly cooked burgers for his friends and their neighbors.
"There was no shortage of people who
wanted one," said Reilly. "I'd like to
think that the owner of the grill and
burgers got one, but I really have no
idea."
One of senior l».\ Rainwater's fondest college memones is from a run-in with
the Harrisonburg Police Department am
set MEMORIES, page 7

Park Apartments if—
Congratulations Graduates!
(We'll be open 24 hours on Graduation Day)

DljkeS LibSrty
Frequent Buyers Club Cards
710 Port Republic
Republ Rd. 1 ,, W"^.
Mini-I'hurs: 7am - llpm /
I ri-Ytt: 7am • 3am
**
Sun: 7am - lllpm

3' and 6' Party Subs available

• 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
• only 1 mile south of JMU
• furnished/unfurnished apartments
• washer/dryer

• school term lease
• pet friendly
8|h one is free.
New Blimpie items:
Soup, Tuscan Ham & Swiss Club
>'. ftmultMtjMj Dunngo Roast Beef k Cheddar
Sub, jml H,i|j lurki-i & Provolonr Sub

Sub prices start at $3.79
(make a combo for just $1.00 more)

Now Hiring!
FLEX accepted

-

204A Rocco Ave.
5*0.433.2621

540-433-5566

• swimming pool

Housing still available!
Thtrt« no ploce like Park Apartments. A beautiful community
nettled against landicapmq so magnificent, it tet\ thtttanaard.
You mil be only minutes away from campus, shopping, dining
and mtetitatel-SLOui elegant apartment homes an ovaHabk
with watt-to-wallcarpel, large windows, huge living and dining
rooms, full si/e washers and dryers, swimming pool play area
and storage space galore You can take advantage of a free gym
membership at the WeHness Center It all odds up to a quiet
private lifestyle you are sure to love

www.parkapts.com
parkaptlta@aaelphia.net
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INTERVIEW: Great | MEMORIES: Seniors look back on college
ways to succeed in a
professional interview
INTERVIEW, from page 2
But, he did | few interviews in a range of career fields.
Campbell cites one particular one. where he was applying for
a position in sales, which taught him to have some necessary
skills.
"It was hard for me to explain how I would match up for
sales," he said. "I hadn't had a lot of practice.'' Campbell's
interviewer even held up a paper clip and told him to sell the
object to her.
"I had to convince her that my paper clip was better than
the guy's behind me," Campbell said.
Hypothetical situations may be hard to prepare for, however, there are other preparations that can be done so a person
is physically ready for the meeting. Hckenrode added that she
remembered to get a good night's rest before the interview to
be able to answer questions intelligently, and tried to focus on
the nonverbal signals that one can give during an interview.
She says she tends to use her hands when talking, which
could be distracting.
"I'm a big hand-talker.'' Eckenrode said. "1 could see |the
interviewer's) eyes following mv hands."
Bat, once again, Eckenrode said she was satisfied with the
interview because she knew information about the company
beforehand. 'There was nothing I wasn't prepared for, which
I was happy about," she said.
Lastly, she adds, following up and thanking the
company after the interview is a good habit to have,
regardless of whether you got th^ job. "It's the kind of
thing people will remember you for," Eckenrode said.
It someone else doesn't, it'll make you shine brighter
in their eyes."

MEMORIES, from pm t>
Friday night during her freshman year.
Rainwater and her friend decided to stay in and
hang out for the night. At 1 a.m., they went to move
her friend's car closer to her residence hall, and in the
process, pulled out in front of a police car.
"She got a little flustered, so she turned into the
next entrance she saw. which ended up being a oneway exit," Rainwater said. 'The cop ended up pulling
us over for driving the wrong way, lights flashing and
everything."
Rainwater said it was definitely a bonding
experience. "I had my digital camera on me, so like
a typical camera-happy freshman, I took pictures
of the whole thing," she said. "We laugh about it
a lot now."

FUTURE: Graduate compares 'real
world' to the reassurance of JMU
FUTURE, from page 3
We're all about to walk away
with about a $50,000 piece of paper — give or take a few thousand,
depending on what state you're
from. It's only as good as you make
it. Some people say it's not always
what you know, it's who you know,
but at the end of the day you still
have to have the goods to back

$1 Sushi
11 am 2pm
Mon-Fri

™

"

A lot of favorite memories for JML seniors .ire the
"little, funny things you end up doing with your closest Iru-nds," Rainwater said.
Senior Thalia O'Hc.im's best memory dates kick
to a blizzard that occurred during the winter of her
freshman year.
"My friend Aaron and 1 stayed up until 6 a.m.
playing in the snow. We stole a table from the Potomac
HaJI study lounge and used it to build a ramp over bv
ISAT," CHearn said.
Said Reilly, "Ordering Dave's Taverna delivery
from about a hundred feet away, going to parties
with live bands, eating at The Little Grill and El
Jalisco and )ust hanging out with good people are
only a few but important things that made my
time at IVI l so fun."

yourself up. I pray every day for
those goods. I'm moving to Hollywood, I have to at least pretend
to have the goods. One of |ML"s
new campaigns tells us to "Be the
Change." Well I say, "Be the goods."
Be the goods to ba<k up that expensive document. You've earned it.
Aside from health and happiness, my Dad's advice and wish

for his children has always been
for us to find a career that we love,
because we'll be doing it every day
for the rest of our lives, and to make
enough money in that career to live
the lifestyle that we would like to
live. I whole-heartedly agree. I wish
that for myself, and I wish that for
all of you. Be the goods. Congratulations, class of 2006.

SAIGON CAFE

/\ Japanese SSteakhouse & Sushi Bar

VIETNAMESE CV1S1NE
VEGETARIAN DISHES

PHO

Our expert Kyoto chef* prepare
from appetizer to entree, your delicious
dinner at authentic teppan yaki tablet.

Open *ll t>Ai( MOM&MJ - SMurtaif KMMti - ">pw
LMMCII: Shrimp Dvrffctt ii:U\\»i - 2pm
F Amity 0WMC& Alt' opcrAtct" »rWCC MM

540.574.4901
Sun-Thurs. 1 lam-lOpm
Fri&Sat 11am-11pm
829 E. Market Street. Harnsonburg. VA

HVCMfMafketSt
H*irlionbur5. VA uwi Ucrou from Shcctil
•W IN nw

What should you do AFTER graduation?
Stay In touch with your Alumni Association! The JMU Alumni Association will keep
you informed about its events, services, and programs as well as keep you in touch
with other JMU alumni AND might even help you find a job! All you need to do is
register with the JMU Online Community, after graduation.
(The link is located at: www.jmu.edu/alumni)
jT^X
Membership is exclusive and FREE to JMU Alumni.

^\WM ADI SON
UNIVERSITY.

wwwjmu.edu/alumni

•

888-JMU-ALUM

AIIIMNI ASSOt IAIION

—
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Qladuatei!
Samantha Mack
Christine Piatz
Meredith Weaver
Andrianne Konstas
Lindsey Garlow
Courtney Perrine
Jennifer Robusto
Rachel Heiset
Laura Sheaffer
Danielle Witt

Michelle Poling
Jimmy Kelly
Danielle Wynn

lh4
Jonathon Albert

Reach Peers
*

Cara Bunker
Kenna Costello
Harry Dunn
Angie Fusco
Liz Gallon
Janelle Hezlep
Gessica'ftomsany
Kristin Howa*rd
Kira McGtoarty
Katie Morse *
Tala Qashu
Jennie Reed
Amy Storrs
Meredith West

Brett Bovio
Brian Clark
Keith Mann
Adam McNeil
Jesse Pearlstein
.Michael Toner
Nathaniel Clarkson'

fcc
The Breeze sends its best wishes
to all graduating Advertising and
Editorial staff and contributing
Writers and Photographers.
Thanks for all the hard work!
*

Maria Thomas

#

Jlati ofy ta you all
&aoodluck

Lauren Mazzotta

v^
THANK YOU SENIORS FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT AND EFFORTS TO
MAKE JMU A BETTER PLACE! YOU ALL ARE GREATLY APPRECIATED AND
WILL BE MISSED! KEEP IN TOUCH AND BEST OF LUCK IN WHAT LIES AHEAD

LOVE, THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
CENTER, OFFICE OF HEALTH
PROMOTION,
|
THE WOMEN'S
RESOURCE
CENTER, CARE, AND ONE
IN FOUR.

